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Technology for Social
Impact: AI-Enabled Plant
Diseases Identification
Technology for Social Impact (TSI) developed a system that uses AI to detect diseases
in maize, potato, and tomato plants using TensorFlow, the Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ Toolkit and Intel® DevCloud for the Edge. TSI System helps farmers
identify disease faster than laboratory methods to prevent unnecessary pesticide
application and reduce farmers’ exposure to toxins. The solution can be accessed via
an Android app on a mobile phone or tablet for ease and portability in the field.
Benefits
✓ Increase disease detection accuracy with a solution that can visually detect potentially catastrophic
pathologies in tomato, potato and maize.
✓ Detect diseases while they are still in early phases and easier to treat.
✓ Prevent unnecessary pesticide application and reduce farmers’ exposure to toxins while maintaining
healthy crops with high yields.
✓ Empower both skilled farmers and nonexperts with a fast, portable, and easy to use tool.

Features
✓ Models developed and trained using a transfer learning strategy with a convolutional neural network
architecture for improved prediction accuracy.
✓ The TSI system can detect 9 diseases across three crops.
✓ The system can be accessed via an Android app on a mobile phone or tablet for ease of use
and portability.
✓ Images are added with translation, rotation, and Gaussian noise effects to simulate the wide range of
images that could be used in the field for comprehensive coverage of possible pathogens.

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
After modeling, TSI optimized the solution with the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit to:
▪ Improve performance by 35 to 40%1.
▪ Optimize TensorFlow, Python, and OpenCV and test it using Intel® DevCloud for the Edge,
enabling testing in the cloud without buying physical devices.
▪ Enable faster inference to achieve disease detection rates of 90% even for the lowestresolution images1.

1

1. Source: Internal TSI testing data
To learn more, please visit the: TSI Website
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Avalue Dynamic Traffic
Control Solution
The Avalue Dynamic Traffic Control solution enables both visual machine data collection and
inference at the edge to allow for real-time traffic insights through traffic control signals and reduce
the need for network infrastructure.
Cameras with embedded devices are placed at major intersections and connected junctions to
obtain granular details concerning traffic flow and other various road measurements. The data
moves upstream to the City Traffic Engineer office to make data-informed decisions about program
signal timing and optimize traffic flow.

Benefits
✓ Enable real-time monitoring and data collection for traffic management, providing optimized
traffic flow
✓ Analyze traffic flow accurately and rapidly at the granular level with the AIoT system
✓ Reduce cost of network communication and human patrollers with reliable AI inference at the edge

Features
✓ Data inference takes place in the edge traffic
devices, requiring less network infrastructure
✓ Accelerate and optimize AI inference within
the smart camera configuration
✓ Before collected data moves upstream into a
centralized system, it passes through a
wireless intelligent traffic controller that
assists with computing and analysis
✓ Once in the cloud, the data flows into a
centralized dynamic traffic analysis
system for big data processing and transitoriented development (TOD) signal time
plan modeling

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
Avalue optimized the solution with the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit to:
▪ Offer rapid adoption of AI model coding techniques
▪ Achieve cost-effectiveness in helping to balance data workloads
▪ Reduce the typically high cost of streaming data over a network

To learn more, please visit the Avalue website and Avalue Solution Brief.
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Rosmart Accelerates
AI-Powered Inspection
in Manufacturing
Guandong Rosmart Technology Co., Ltd. builds and provides AI-powered machines
for visual inspection, optimized using the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit. It
allows manufacturers to boost their daily production output without sacrificing
quality and benefit from the enhanced processing power and cost savings of
optimized architecture.
Benefits
✓ Improve automated defect detection
rates with machines that help ensure
quality and increase units per hour by
5x1 over human operators
✓ Maximize operational efficiency with
a solution that reduces need for errorprone manual inspection and staffing
costs
✓ Reduce costs and minimize downtime
with a solution that reduces underkill
and improves overkill rates
✓ Empower manufacturers to scale
and meet high demand without high
labor costs

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
Guangdong Rosmart Technology Co., Ltd. used the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit to:
▪ Accelerate deep learning inference performance from edge to cloud
▪ Lower hardware costs by replacing stand-alone GPUs in Rosmart machinery while maintaining accuracy
▪ Optimize computer vision (CV) workloads across Intel hardware, making it easy and cost-effective to deploy
graphics-intensive CV across edge to cloud
1. Source: Internal Rosmart performance data

To learn more, please visit the Rosmart Manufacturing Inspection Solution Brief and the Rosmart website
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Videonetics Turns Video
Data into Smart City DecisionMaking with Intel® Architecture
Videonetics’s Intelligent Video Management Software Solution is a video
management solution based on a unified, monolithic architectural framework.
Powered by the Intel® OpenVINO™ toolkit, this solution features a variety of fullyintegrated tools to capture and process an array of video and audio data over IP
networks in a highly-efficient manner to draw conclusions about behaviors or
situations and inform decision-making.
Benefits
✓ Streamline video management with a simple and intuitive GUI that can support thousands of cameras
and heterogeneous storage devices spanning multiple sites
✓ Leverage AI deep learning with integrated object classification and identification, crowd and traffic
monitoring, perimeter protection, and urban analytics
✓ Scale across multiple verticals with a unified, monolithic system architecture using the same video
management software framework across diverse environments

Features
✓ Provides open system flexibility – designed to meet the requirements of existing workflows and multiserver environments
✓ Uses integrated video content analytics – pre-integrated with Intelligent Video Management Software
(IVMS) to support server-based and edge analytics for Multiple Camera Multiple Applications (MCMA)
✓ Utilizes storage efficiently – deploys automatic, periodic backups of the database using multilevel
distributed storage
✓ Enables intuitive management – controlled system dashboard displays actionable information on
status and health of critical system components like the alarm handling framework
✓ Leverages informed cloud aggregation – aggregates IVMS across multi-site deployments in cloud
locations or remote data centers

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
Videonetics improved their solution by using the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit to further
accelerate AI model training and deep learning inference.
▪ Achieve greater performance with the same range of processors allows for a new generation of applications
at a very low cost of ownership for customers
▪ Leverage the computing capability of Intel’s built-in GPU on processors to distribute deep learning engines
at various layers of the fog computing framework

To learn more please see: Videonetics Solution Brief
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Gwell Medical (mRobot) Optimizes
Hospital Logistics Robotic Solution
based on Intel® Architecture

GWELL Smart Ward Solution is a medical robot that uses leading technologies to
transport medical materials across hospitals. By automating logistics and securing the
transportation of important materials, the robot improves patient care by allowing
medical professionals to focus on the needs of patients
Benefits
✓ Automate distribution of medicine, lab specimens, and other sensitive materials so that patients can
have access to the resources they need and so health care professionals can spend more time with
patients.
✓ Reduce nurse workloads by letting the GWELL solution handle delivery tasks, allowing nurses and
other staff to focus their energy on more difficult tasks.
✓ Increase access to materials with a robotics solution that can operate without distracting humans in
sensitive locations such as operating rooms.

Features
Load up to 300kg of valuable medical resources onto the robot per delivery
Utilize 5G communication to support simultaneous work of up to 50 robots
Ensure persistent operability with a chargeable robot that can operate 24/7
Integrate seamlessly into the existing hospital floor plan and save on expensive
building renovations
✓ Manage easily and intuitively with a wide range of automated tasks such as hospital navigation
✓ Enable high delivery rates with an efficient solution that can complete deliveries throughout
the hospital
✓ Save on maintenance costs by using a durable solution and freeing up precious doctor work hours
✓
✓
✓
✓

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
The GWELL Smart Ward Solution uses the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit to simplify product
deployment and increase deep learning interface with less power and low control latency.
▪ Highly parallel programmable computing with workload-specific hardware acceleration speeds up the
operations of each layer in the neural network
▪ Optimized efficiency with improved accuracy for environmental perception, positioning,
and tracking

To learn more please see: GWELL Solution Brief
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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ZRT Technology Intelligent
Medical Review and
Consultation Solution
ZRT Technology Intelligent Medical Review and Consultation Solution collects
medical image data from edge devices and processes it with a 3D model using AI
technology at the edge. The data is then submitted to the PACS which provide secondary
data analysis and store all data together. Doctors can directly review the data for remote
diagnosis and consultation.

Increase access to healthcare
allowing physician consultation
from a distance

Improve patient outcomes and
satisfaction by reducing wait
times for specialists

Optimize staff efficiency allowing
doctors to discuss cases across
different hospitals

▪ Supports dual hard drives
and extended dual 4K
displays
▪ Provides a high
performance, ultra-thin,
23.8 -inch, four-sided
micro-frame, full HD
graphics card in one
professional medical
display computer

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
lisa.peng@intel.com
ZRT Technology contact:
zhanglei@zrt-tech.com
More ZRT Technology solutions at:
http://www.zrt-tech.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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HY Medical AI-Assisted
Diagnosis of Medical Imaging
on IA Solution
HY Medical AI-Assisted Diagnosis of Medical Imaging on IA Solution is deployed in the
cloud for detection, diagnosis, and tracking of various diseases. The solution combines AI
cloud systems with edge computing to quickly and automatically detect and segment
lesions to optimize hospital workflows and shorten treatment times.

Automate detection and
segmentation processes to
substantially improve clinical
workflow efficiencies

Boost accuracy with automatic
diagnostics while reducing rates
of misdiagnoses

Deploy quickly from the cloud
with potential for rapid
expansion capabilities

▪ Support cloud and
edge computing
▪ Automatically identify and
marks multiple nodules
and lesions through AI
modelling
▪ Generate quantitative
standardized reports

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
bing.yu@intel.com
HY Medical contact:
songjia@huiyihuiying.com
More HY Medical solutions at:
en.huiyihuiying.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Relimetrics AI-Based AQ
Automation System for
Electronics Assembly
Relimetrics AI-Based QA Automation System for Electronics Assembly provides a
closed-loop optical quality control system using AI-based video analytics in real-time at
the edge to digitize quality management in discrete production environments. The
solution automates and digitizes visual inspections in-line, creating full traceability of
quality in all stages of production.

Maximize operational efficiency
with a fully digitized audits
and reduced need for
manual inspection

Factory Floor

Gateway

Improve QA accuracy and detect
anomalies through the real-time
monitoring of product
parameters and product quality

Edge Server
for Training
& Inference

Cloud

Manufacturing Execution
System (MES)

Deploy easily with a solution that
can be rapidly integrated with
existing infrastructure

▪ Utilize the cloud or the
edge for training deep
learning algorithms
▪ Enable full traceability
of quality using a
distributed ledger or
blockchain system
▪ Compare product quality
and configuration from
the Manufacturing
Execution System
▪ Leverage existing camera
hardware to digitize QA
inspections with
greater accuracy

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
bhasker.dachepalli@intel.com
Relimetrics contact:
Kemal.levi@relimetrics.com
More Relimetrics solutions at:
www.relimetrics.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Interactive Displays
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MingTech Intelligent Medical
Payment Platform System
Mingtech Intelligent Medical Payment Platform System is an intelligent big data cloud
service platform for medical institutions. Through the application of innovative
technologies like blockchain, the platform is able to verify the identity of medical
patients to ensure the safe use of medical insurance and simplify the system's medical
treatment process.

Improve patient care by
streamlining the insurance
payment process

Transfer data under stateapproved encryption technology

Enjoy 24/7 support from
MingTech’s service team,
free of charge

▪ Adheres to safety
specifications such as the
Medical Insurance Business
Comprehensive Service
Terminal Management
Standard
▪ Includes support and
installation services from
MingTech’s dedicated team
▪ Connects to a central
operation and maintenance
system which can remotely
inquire the status of
each terminal
▪ Comes with in-hospital
training for medical staff

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
jianmei.tang@intel.com
MingTech contact:
chenyy@mingtech.cn

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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WonderStore

WonderStore is a retail service that helps businesses form detailed understandings of
customer preferences and needs. The service can profile visitors by extracting data that
is traditionally difficult to deduce, such as gender, age, emotion, presence of glasses,
cosmetics, traffic flow schedules, and more—then visualize the data to provide
actionable insights.

Increase window conversion
rates by aggregating data to help
design storefronts

Camera
placement
Captures
customers at
multiple points
throughout the
store

Edge
intelligence
Assigns a unique ID
for each face via
Windows-based
Intel® NUC running
Azure Cognitive
Services

Improve customer profiles
with a platform that can
recognize characteristics

Cloud
services
Provides a platform
for retail data
analytics via
Microsoft’s Azure
cloud

Ceiling
Mounted

Cloud
intelligence
Prepares data for
reporting and
calculates traffic
flows using custom
logic in the cloud

Rest API for
web apps

Window
Mounted
USB
Connection

Intel NUC w/
Windows up to
4 cams

Device asset
and config.
info

Aisle
Mounted

Display
Mounted

Azure
Event Hub

Facial
recognition

User path
calculations
and reports

Deploy data-oriented campaigns
by tracking traits at the POS
and advertising efforts

Mgmt
experience
Optimizes retail
execution by looking at
traffic flows, entries and
exits, demographics,
etc. via web app

Power BI,
dashboard,
and reports

Web-based app

Demographic
analysis

▪ Track and measure KPIs
from a variety of
end points
▪ Generate heat maps of the
sales floor
▪ Capture customers with
personalized
advertisements
▪ Enable facial recognition
▪ Access customer
preferences

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
paolo.righi@intel.com
WonderStore contact
rvankleij@wonder.cloud
More WonderStore solutions at:
wonderstore.ai/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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New Era AI Robotics INC. AI
Integrated Services Solution
The New Era AI Robotics Inc. AI-integrated solution uses Intel® RealSense™ technology to bring
smarter, more efficient levels of interactive experiences to consumers through a service robot that uses
facial, object, and people recognition and autonomous navigation. The data that the technology
collects provides key insights into its user and creates a unique experience for consumers, service
providers, and caregivers.

Enhance the visitor experience
through real-time access to
information, automatic indoor
location guidance, and express
self-checkout

Gain business intelligence by
analyzing collected visitor data to
understand the buyer’s behavior for
target marketing

Key Features
AI Voice
Interaction
Remote
management
Facial/Object
Recognition
Service Robot

4G/Wifi
Ethernet

Intel Xeon
E3-1225v6

Autonomous
Navigation
Delivery Robot

Private Cloud

Boost productivity with remotely
managed service and delivery
robots to reduce employee
workloads allowing them to
prioritize other tasks

▪ Greet and serve customers
in real time with voice
interaction and remote
telepresence
▪ Guide visitors to locations
through simultaneous
localization and mapping
(SLAM), optimal pathing,
and auto avoidance
▪ Provide information &
intake inquiries by
streaming videos, mobile
broadcasts, and scanning
QR codes

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
ing.chin.tan@intel.com
New Era AI Robotics contact:
iansun@neweraai.com
More New Era AI solutions at:
www.neweraai.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Shenzhen ASL Giada
Digital Signage Management
(GDSM) Solution
Giada Digital Signage Management solution is a system of media players for various
industries and scenarios. The system is part of a new generation of intelligent digital
signage that provides information to patrons in a physical space using both single
or multi-displays.

Simplify hardware architecture with a
flexible application tailored to the
needs of the system

Streamline operations with
processes that control technology
and maintenance efficiency

Intel-based Giada
cloud terminals

Save time through a customized
service with independent
capabilities and technical support

Smart digital
signage software

▪ High quality visuals
▪ Interaction between
company and customers
▪ Real-time release of
advertisements and info.
▪ Product info on
consuming preferences

Digital displays, sensors
and other media

Cloud Platform

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
Bing.yu@intel.com
ASL Giada contact:
Tony@giadatech.com
More Giada solutions at:
giadatech.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Telefónica on the Spot
Spotsign Solution
Telefónica On The Spot Spotsign solution is a digital signage system that enables
retailers to create, manage, and share key products, services, promotions, and
entertainment content playlists. The solution is geared to help drive customer
engagement in-store through an easily deployed, low cost platform.

Deploy quickly with an all-in-one DIY
kit, free images and videos, and
customizable templates

Display Hardware
A professional screen,
videowall, or kiosk

Engage customers with content
and advertising campaigns
and scheduled promotions
and messages

Spotsign Player + Client SW
Application that allows contents to
be displayed according to a schedule

Simplify management using a single,
access portal that enables
updates and monitoring from
anywhere any time

SpotDyna Smart Retail cloud platform
Tool for creating, programming, and distributing
content across all connected Spotsign Players

Get started quickly with
5-steps

Scale the solution with
additional Spotsign sticks

Create customized content

Utilize a
drag-and-drop interface

Receive ongoing support

Control content remotely

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
Ben.cope@intel.com
Telefónica contact:
Mariano.banzomartinez@Telefonica.com
More Telefónica solutions at:
onthespot.com/en/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Shenzhen Weibu
Electronics – Weibu
Hotel Self-Service
Shenzhen Weibu Electronics offers Weibu Hotel Self-Service as an intelligent IoT
solution that enables customers to get a smoother hotel experience through optimized
self-service options.

Reduce operating costs by lowering
the number of hourly workers needed
for check-in and check-out processes

Increase customer control of their
hotel experience with convenient and
easy admittance procedures

Improve workflow management by
allowing service teams to prioritize
and address more complex tasks

Verification failed, reacquisition

Self-service
terminal
Face
Image

ID

Camera

Card
Reader

VIP

Feedback
verification
information

The processed model
data is exchanged with
the cloud to form a
quick response

Collecting
face image
information

Accelerate operations
through the Openvino
machine vision
computing SDK

Get the
data of
facial
features
Feedback verification
information

Gateway
Send verification
result data

Face data and ID
card comparison in
the cloud

Upload
preprocessed
data
Identify Information Room
check
check
information
feedback check

Collect ID
information

Database

Public Security Network

Recycling
Card

Issuing a
room card

Cloud link public
Security network,
check customer
identity
information

Cloud
Database
Filter Room
Information

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
Yongbing.wang@intel.com
ASL Giada contact:
Greta@weibu.com
More Giada solutions at:
weibu.com/zh/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Shenzhen Weibu Electronics
Weibu V Series Kiosk

Shenzhen Weibu’s V Series Kiosk is smart digital signage solution that presents
interactive information through signage, shopping guides, marketing, entertainment, and
membership services for effective data gathering and advertising.

Enhance marketing activities by
creating an engage brand presence
through interactive shopping
experiences

Boost user experience with rapid
information that satisfies customers
queries and needs

Gather key insights into customer
behavior through data collection and
analysis for more effective marketing

Weibu V Series Kiosks
Collect data, save and upload to the cloud

Edge Devices

Playing the corresponding
associated advertising message

Edge Devices

Core Switch

Extracting OpenVINO SDK
under Windows to accelerate
facial recognition operation

Gateway

To make up the period,
the proportion of
various ages, the
number of pay close
attention to time length,
the sex ration data, the
formation of the report

Get cloud report data

Administrator

Edge Devices

The device uses the camera
to acquire facial information
The hardware adopts Intel Whiskey
lake-u platform and supports the
expansion of movidius visual
computing accelerator card

Clouds

Customers of different age,
gender and features.

Logging in to the cloud to obtain
report data, and referring to the
data results and to control and
deploy the corresponding edge
devices through the cloud

The data results are
controlled and
deployed on the
corresponding edge
devices (advertising
release, etc.)

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
Yongbing.wang@intel.com
ASL Giada contact:
Greta@weibu.com
More Giada solutions at:
weibu.com/zh/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Crestron Collaboration Solution

The Crestron Collaboration Solution is an end-to-end, device-to-cloud solution that
enables futureproof, flexible and efficient collaboration experiences in any space.

Support different setups and support
any room size or type, to create a
unified communication platform

Share content instantly with pixel
perfect, 4K Video distribution,
flawless audio, and control over
1 Gigabit network

Microsoft Azure IoT Hub*

Crestron Flex UC Engine SkullCanyon
with Intel® Core™ i7 Processor
Display

Crestron Smart Soundbar
with Intel® Movidius™ VPU
Network switch

Crestron Mercury Flex

Crestron DM NVX
with Intel® FPGA Arria®,
Intel® Xeon® Processor,
and Intel® SSD

Capture usage and trend data
providing key insights into how
workplace technology
is impactful

▪ Monitor and manage
every room with the
same platform
▪ Reliable, intuitive remote
calling feature
▪ Highly scalable
architecture adapts to
any environment
▪ Unified scheduling tool
drives efficiency
▪ Wireless, wired, and
Bluetooth options enable
flexible connectivity
and deployment

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

zana.ilhan@intel.com
michael.samori@intel.com

Crestron contacts:

agomez@crestron.com

More Crestron solutions at:
www.crestron.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Asset & Operations
Optimization
26

Seebot Soluções Inteligentes
Agent + Traffic Optimization

Seebot Soluções Inteligentes AGENT + Traffic Optimization solution is a set of traffic
signaling devices and AI-embedded software that captures traffic information in realtime. It monitors public roads and optimizes traffic to improve transit flow.

Reduce gridlock by transforming
real-time data into indexes for
traffic flow optimization

Improve infrastructure
with a plug-and-play solution that
works with other manufacturers
and suppliers

Decrease pollution in city centers by
shortening vehicle idling time

▪ Increase traffic
light visibility
▪ Record, store, and
transmit video of roads
and intersections
▪ Detect traffic infractions
▪ Generate and store data
to create an index of
historical traffic

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

lucas.vidal.claypole@intel.com
tiago.velasque@intel.com

Seebot contact:

montanha@seebot.com.br

More Seebot solutions at:
seebot.com.br/en/index.html

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Alfabeta Automated Yard
Management System
With a variety of AI and computer vision technology capabilities, Alfabeta Automated
Yard Management System offers customers the opportunity to build customized
solutions to meet the challenges of their business. From object detection, counting, and
tracking to facial detection and recognition, Alfabeta has the expertise to help customers
create a solution that fits.

Increase efficiency and shorten cycle
time by addressing key daily
problems and reducing human error

GR Process in
Warehouse

Apply sophisticated computer vision
technology and AI solutions to help
solve unique business needs

2

3

Dock Gate
Identification

1
Truck
Identification

Leverage a wide range of technical
compatibility to supplement and
enhance your existing systems
and processes

▪ Detect presence,
movement, and calculate
number of objects with IVA
▪ Verify supplier data with
driver’s vehicle license plate
number and facial
recognition technology
▪ Name the type of passing
vehicles, calculate their
number, and track
their path
▪ Identify facial features to
recognize gender, age
range, and emotional
expression (e-Kyc)

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

fransiskus.leonardus@intel.com
syafrullah.amri@intel.com

Alfabeta contact:

yuri@alfabeta.co.id
harin@alfabeta.co.id

More Alfabeta solutions at:
https://alfabeta.co.id/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Changsha Xiaogu Technology
Co. 3D Vision Friction-less
Access and Payment
Changsha Xiaogu Technology Co. 3D Vision Friction-less Access and Payment is a high-performance,
low-cost, low-power, small size embedded 3D vision AI edge-to-edge solution that uses Intel®
RealSense™ for 3D depth vision and Intel® Movidius™ VPUs for 3D analysis. It can process 3D algorithms
on devices or transfer 3D features to the cloud for high processing power. Using 3D algorithms, it
provides a friction-less access and payment authentication solution.

Identify items of interest with
high accuracy

Run with confidence on a
reliable platform

Harness the combination of 3D
vision and cloud

▪ Facilitate frictionless access
and payment experiences
with personal
authentication
▪ Resist attempts to fool
sensors with anti-spoofing
technology
▪ Transmit data over
encrypted channels
▪ Utilize the Alphalook
module in a variety of form
factors to address various
use cases

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
michael.ng@intel.com
Changsha Xiaogu contact:
c@xiaogutech.com
More information about Changsha Xiaogu at:
www.xiaogutech.com/home/en/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Cloudpick Autonomous
Store (Cashier Free)

Cloudpick Autonomous Store uses AI technologies based on the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™
toolkit to upgrade brick-and-mortar stores into new, digitized, grab-and-go experiences.

Save labor costs
by introducing automation
to the checkout process

Increase operational efficiencies by
reducing human error

1

Scan QR code on the Cloudpick
Autonomous Store app to enter

3

2

Improve customer experience by
cutting wait time and minimizing
dependency on staff

Once you leave
the store, your
virtual cart will
be added up
and you will be
sent a receipt

▪ End-to-end
security protocols
▪ Optional components
include smart shelf, speed
lane turnstiles, learning box,
and more

Take the products you want to purchase,
and they will be added to your virtual cart

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
feng.f.li@intel.com
Cloudpick contact:
yzhang@cloudpick.me
More Cloudpick solutions at:
cloudpick.com/index.html
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Inovance E2E Industrial
Machine Vision Solution
for Smart Factory
Inovance’s E2E Industrial Machine Vision solution is a set of hardware and software that helps
manufacturing facilities increase efficiency and accuracy by automating assembly line packaging and
printing processes. With its high precision and efficiency, facilities can reach their standard of quality.

Reduces costs and labor
requirements on the assembly line

Increases efficiencies
through automation

Increases quality due to high
precision handling

Cloud
Edge server

Integrated
equipment

Electronic
control cabinet

Vision

Visual
controller

▪ High precision packaging
▪ Visual recognition
of objects
▪ Pick and place, swing, rotate
functionality
▪ Screwing
▪ Vertical assembly

Assembly line of open packages

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

bing.yu@intel.com
charlie.xia@intel.com

Inovance contact

huanghuang@inovance.com

More Inovance solutions at:
en.inovance.cn/index.html

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Silverlake Universal Secure
Access Management
The Silverlake Universal Secure Access Management solution protects against cyber
threats while providing more consistent security capabilities. This security management
technology unites Edge devices to simplify management and improve overall security
and allows IT personnel flexibility in the set up of the solution according to the
company’s IOT infrastructure, Edge devices and needs.

Benefit from remote
manageability at the Edge to
discover, repair, and help protect
networked computing assets

Create consistency in
data management with effective
controls, transparent procedures,
and real-time monitoring

SIA USAM X Series – Solution Architecture
Edge IOT Devices/
Clients
POS
Systems

Connectivity

Edge Server

Network
Connectivity

USAM

Banking
Kiosk

Digital
Signage
ATM/VTM
Thin
Client
Customer
Service
Tablets
Drive
through
ATM

Collaborative
Systems

DSS/Building
Management

BANK IOT DEVICES

Protect confidential business
information using environments
that incorporate security
features into every layer
▪ Provide an intuitive,
holistic, graphical
compliance dashboard
with detailed breakdowns
▪ Support network drive
mapping and shared
folder integrity checks
▪ Use a single, centralized
management console for
both host and gateway
deployment models
▪ Secure IoT with privileged
access management,
customizable policy, and
configurable rule engine

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
Efren.e.Antimano.jr@intel.com
Silverlake contact:
Nivedita.kesavan@mastersam.com
More mech solutions at:
www.silverlakesheaf.com/rimba/Resources.html
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Shenzhen Konghui Intellitech
Konghui Industrial Workload
Consolidation Solution

Shenzhen Konghui Intellitech Konghui Industrial Workload Consolidation Solution
is an industrial solution with machine vision, motion control, and cloud capabilities for
industrial use cases, designed to maximize the performance of video processing systems.

Maximize performance on Intel’s
latest hardware with Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit

Enable control of multiple
cameras with Intel® FPGA
integration capabilities

Intel® FPGA + Shenzhen Konghui Intellitech Controlled
Intelligent I/O Control Card

Cameras

Cloud Storage

Process images
in real-time for
accurate analysis

▪ Real-time image
processing
▪ Intel® FPGA
integration capabilities
▪ Performance
acceleration of computer
vision solutions
▪ Cloud connectivity

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
lisa.peng@intel.com
Shenzhen Zhenghui Intelligent Co., Ltd. contact:
kh.dushuang@gkj-eip.com
More Shenzhen Zhenghui Intelligent Co., Ltd. solutions at:
gkj-eip.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Control
Optimization
& Autonomy
34

GWELL Medical Hospital
Logistics Robot
GWELL Medical Hospital Logistics Robot is a medical robot that uses leading
technologies to transport medical materials across hospitals. By automating logistics
and securing the transportation of important materials, the robot improves patient care
by allowing medical professionals to focus on the needs of patients.

Automate distribution of
medicine, lab specimens, and
other materials
for patients

User Site

Reduce nurse workloads by
letting the solution handle
delivery tasks

Cloud Dispatch Control Center
Order information

Cloud Center

5G/Wi-Fi

Operating Room

Delivery

GWELL robots delivers material
anywhere in the hospital

Robot status
position

Robot status
position

5G/Wi-Fi

Order
information

Warehouse

Take the elevator
automatically

Increase access to materials with
a robotics solution that can
operate without distraction

▪ Load up to 300kg of
medical resources
▪ Ensure persistent
operability
▪ Integrate seamlessly
▪ Manage easily
and intuitively
▪ Save on
maintenance costs

Directions
Private protocol

Nursing station

GWELL Smart Ward Solution robots

Elevator position
and status

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
bing.yu@intel.com, alice.zhang@intel.com
GWELL Medical contact:
scott.liang@mrobot.cn, william.liu@mrobot.cn
Learn more about GWELL Medical:
GWELL Medical Solution Brief
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Wuxi Xinje Electric Co.
Vision Guided Intelligent
Welding System
The Wuxi Xinje Electric Co. Vision Guided Intelligent Welding System increases the
efficiency and quality of production with a wide range of automatic welding machines
including, impeller automatic, laser, robot tracking, corrugated board automatic welding,
and more all powered by machine vision, robotics, and other
intelligent technology.

Welding
Robot

Biaxial
System
Robot
System
Key
Controller:
Edge Server
Safety
System
Weld
System
Vision
System
End Device

Reduce costs and manual operating
hours by leveraging machines that
eliminate the need for constant
human oversight

Rotation
Position Data

Intel‘s Kabylake
acts as the
edge server for
image processing
and data analysis,
which is then sent to
the cloud.

Robot
Position Data
& Control Signal

Using data from
edge server stored
in the cloud, the
production report is
automatically
generated

Control Signal

Control Signal

4G WIFI

Improve speed, precision, and
reliability with welding guidance
systems that are driven by
industrial cameras and lasers

EtherCAT

Welding
Procedure Data

GigE Vision

Center
Control
& Vision
Processing

X-Cloud

4G

Stabilize and improve welding
quality to ensure its uniformity
while simultaneously growing
your production capacity
▪ Enable true autonomous
welding with 3-D
vision guiding
▪ Depend on clean welds
with laser vision scanning
and positioning
▪ Benefit from simple
housing placement with
no need for precise
positioning or clamping
▪ Eliminate vibration with
non-contact welding

Kabylake
I5 - 7500

Image Data, Control Signal. This is the
edge device for 3D vision data.

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
Shengwei.zhu@intel.com
Bing.yu@intel.com
Wuxi Xinje Electric Co. contact:
teresacui@xinje.com
More Wuxi Xinje solutions at: lichn.cn
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Mech-Mind AI 3D Vision
Industrial Robots Solution
Mech-Mind AI 3D Vision Industrial Robots Solution uses smart cameras, vision
algorithm software, and intelligent programming to identify position and orientation of
various objects for depalletizing, bin picking and machine tending for customers in
logistics and manufacturing.

Reduce collisions and improve
efficiency with intelligent
motion control

Ensure high speed and high
accuracy with advanced
algorithms to recognize
various objects

Take advantage of a
solution that can help
customers reduce costs
compared to alternatives
Advanced technologies
including deep learning,
motion planning, and 3D
vision enable Mech-Mind to
provide cost-effective
solutions for:
▪ Vision-guided
depalletizing and
palletizing
▪ Machine tending
▪ Order picking
▪ Logistics parcels picking
▪ Assembly, locating,
and gluing

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
jianmei.tang@intel.com
Mech-Mind contact:
xin.xin@mech-mind.net
More Mech-Mind solutions at:
en.mech-mind.net/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Control Optimization
& Autonomy

Digital China Warehousing Business
Automation and Visualization of
Management Process
Digital China Warehousing Business Automation and Visualization of Management
Process solution is an equipment set that helps businesses manage their warehouses
to create higher efficiencies and reduce human errors in the picking, packing, and
shipping processes.

Enhance warehouse
management efficiency with data
visualization tools that help
supervisors track performance

Location
Service

WMS

Data Service

Improve customer experience,
tracking that packages are
delivered on time to the
correct destination

Analysis
Service

AI Service

Visualization
Service

Other
Service

3D Service

Cloud Data
Center

Router

Switch

WLAN

Edge AI
PC

Mobile computing/
Barcode

Edge Server

Vehicle PC/RFID

Inference Server

AR Glasses

Camera

Measurement

NVR

Decrease costs, labor, and
overhead requirements
with automation

▪ Real-time location
tracking of personnel,
vehicles, and goods in the
warehouse circulation
process
▪ Work path planning and
dynamic scheduling
▪ Real-time detection of
illegal entry and exit of
personnel and vehicles

Positioning

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
sandy.jin@intel.com
Digital China contact:
qiesq@digitalchina.com
More Digital China solutions at:
digitalchina.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Laurenti Safe Collect

The Laurenti Safe Collect solution helps meet the growing demand for postal deliveries
to arrive at alternative, safe, and easily accessible locations. By combining the Laurenti
Smart Locker AGT 6000 with customized software created by YouSync, this solution
provides a convenient option to manage deliveries or to pick up orders for end users and
logistics companies alike.

Ensure package safety and
consumer privacy with a solution
that provides a secure delivery
and pick up location, featuring
hidden hinges to increase safety
and avoid vandalism

Increase operational
efficiency while reducing
costs by providing
delivery drivers with
streamlined routes with
fewer locations

OPTIONAL

Smart Locker
Locker Server

Locker Database

E-commerce

Cloud Main Server or
Local Main Server

Main Server database

Dashboard

Create a better customer
experience with 24/7 access to
lockers in nearby locations,
convenient package tracking,
and an easy to operate
user interface
▪ Package security:
Maintain security with
electronic locker control,
safe mechanical opening
devices, and door sensors
▪ User-friendly: Durable
and extra-sensitive
touchscreen LCD
technology
▪ Ensure durability: Highly
impact resistant,
reinforced structure
manufactured with steel
and protected by
electrostatic paint

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
fabiano.sabatini.quintas@intel.com
Laurenti contact:
luis@laurenti.com.br
More Digital China solutions at:
www.laurentiretail.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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SandStar AI Vending
Machine, AI Unmanned Store,
AI Smart Store Analysis
The SandStar AI Vending Machine, AI Unmanned Store, and AI Smart Store Analysis
solutions are cutting-edge retail technologies that empower customers to adapt to
evolving retail. Enabling grab-and-go convenience, autonomous checkout, consumer
tracking, smart interaction, and big data analysis, SandStar retail solutions enhance
shopper experiences and improve managerial line of sight.

Reduce personnel costs and
streamline workflow through
automated, unmanned
technology

Harness actionable insights
from product performance,
financial tracking, and
customer habits

Enhance customer
experience with smoother
shopping and contactless
check-outs

▪ Improve store utilization
through real-time shelf
monitoring
▪ Manage each piece of
equipment through
the cloud
▪ Deploy contactless
checkout for more
efficient operations
▪ Track SKU sales data,
queuing, and customer
statistics in real time

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
fangyuan.liu@intel.com
SandStar contact:
Andrea.wang@sandstar.com
More Digital China solutions at:
Sandstar.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Braemac VisualCortex

Braemac VisualCortex is a platform that collects structured events and object data from
video data source end points such as video files, CCTV infrastructure or cameras, utilizing
Intel OpenVINO and a range of open source technologies.

Track in-store customer
experiences easily with a highly
configurable system

Leverage actionable insights
with a data-oriented platform

Optimize store utilization
and layout effectiveness

▪ Personalized in-store
customer experiences
▪ Digitized customer
journey
▪ Optimized store utilization
and effectiveness

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
chee-mei.gan@intel.com
Braemac contacts:
j.mitchell@braemac.com
See more Braemac solutions at:
www.braemac.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Health and Wellness
Monitoring
43

MaxQ AI Accipio

The MaxQ AI Accipio platform is a fully-automated AI solution for brain bleed head
trauma, stroke care, and other life-threatening conditions, designed to support the
Radiologists, Emergency Room, and Neuro-rad teams. The solution helps physicians
under extreme pressure make quick and accurate decisions, while treating
many patients.

Increase Intracerebral
Hemorrhage (ICH) detection and
reduce missed ICHs through near
real-time triage, annotation and
diagnostic rule-out – because
every minute matters for TBI,
trauma, and stroke patients

Enhance clinical confidence,
including mobilization of
ischemic stroke and
neurosurgery teams

CT studies
from CT
1
CT Scanner

View
results

3

2
Results to
CT Scanner

Viewing
station

AccipioTM

2

3

Results
to PACS

View
results

MaxQ AI tools for
brain hemorrhage

PACS-cloud

Viewing
station

Provide the right care readied
faster, improving quality to
potentially avoid poor patient
outcomes and to decrease
costs and liability

▪ Trusted results: The MaxQ
AI Accipio provides a highly
accurate auto-processing of
the DICOM non-contrast
head CT images
▪ Powerful simplicity: Autoreturns real-time case-level
signal and summary page
stating if a suspected
hemorrhage has been found
▪ Rigorously tested: Accipio is
class II FDA cleared, CE
approved, and PHI compliant

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

edward.buffone@intel.com

MaxQ contact:

linda.stacy@maxq.ai
chris.schnee@maxq.ai

More MaxQ solutions at:
maxq.ai/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Wincomm Corporation
Smart EMR Solution
for e-Healthcare
The Wincomm Corporation Smart EMR Solution for e-Healthcare combines highpowered medical display panels with a high-capacity EMR software that can dramatically
improve healthcare facility operations, data collection, and patient care.

Connect healthcare facilities
with flexible implementation
across various locations, from
operating rooms to nursing
stations and everywhere
in-between

Ward information

Increase patient safety with
anti-bacterial device housing,
enabling machines to be
easily cleaned and disinfected

Operating room PC

MRI/X-ray medical
panel PC

Nursing station
medical cart PC

Hospital registration/
pharmacy radiology

Clinical & surgical examination clinical PC

Ensure consistent
operability through a
collection of failsafe
features, such as swappable
batteries, and additional
ports for flexible expansion

▪ Connect: Access the
EMR conveniently
▪ Communicate: Update
medical accounts
conveniently
▪ Compute: Enable efficient
data consumption and
transmission using a
powerful suite of Intel
chipsets optimized with the
Intel® OpenVINO™ toolkit
▪ Cable-less: Operate 24/7
in a diverse range of
healthcare facilities

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

jason.wei.loong.ong@intel.com

Wincomm contact:

evelynt@wincomm.com.tw

More Wincomm solutions at:
wincommusa.com/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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GE Healthcare Edison

GE Healthcare’s Edison is an intelligence platform and set of applications that taps into
the vast quantity of information generated in each patient visit and converts it into
actionable insights using the latest analytics, deep learning, and AI technologies for
healthcare.

Achieve greater efficiency by
prioritizing workflows and reducing
redundancies

Data/Content

Improve patient outcomes
through more personalized
care via greater intelligence

Edison Platform
Catalog of
Developer Services

Security
Data
Management

Monitor
Feeds

Raw
Images

Waveform

EMR/HIS/RIS

PACS
Images

100+
Services

Analytics
and AI

Smart Devices and
Intelligent Applications

Increase access to care by
improving throughput and
decreasing wait times

▪ Enables integration and
assimilation of data from
disparate sources
▪ Delivers rapid, compliant
design, development,
deployment of secure
applications and algorithms
▪ Leverages analytics, machine
learning, and deep learning
across a suite of more than 50
apps in workflows including
image analysis, image device
protocols, patient
prioritization, and more
▪ Deploys securely via Cloud,
Edison HeathLink, or smart
devices across the enterprise

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

Edward.buffone@intel.com

GE Healthcare contact:
dan.sweeney@ge.com

More GE Healthcare solutions at:
www.gehealthcare.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Situational Monitoring
47

Beijing LLVision AI+AR
Smart Glasses

LLVision AI+AR Smart Glasses Solutions offer next generation interactions, aiming to
provide natural, smooth, and seamless hands-free mobile intelligence services with
mobile detection capabilities.

Help employees work
without interruption
using comfortable,
ergonomic design

Bring AI on the go with a
mobile detection solution
for multiple industries

Enhance human vision
through high-fidelity
augmented reality

▪ Complies with GPDR
regulations with data
transmission by cellphone via
USB cable
▪ Provides multiple pathways to
design optimal solutions for
each customer’s needs
▪ Supports optional
accessories like prescription
and tinted lenses
▪ Includes online and
offline training to customers
and agents
▪ Shields sensitive information
through encryption and
limited on-device data storage

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

shirly.zhu@intel.com

Beijing LLVision Technology Co., Ltd. Contact:
lousq@llvision.com

More information about LLVision Solutions at:
https://www.llvision.com/en/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Merit LILIN Temperature
Measuring Camera & Mask
Wearing Detection Solution
The Merit LILIN Temperature Measuring Camera & Mask Wearing Detection Solution
leverages AI and vision technologies to detect face temperatures, track mask-wearing
behavior, and calculate building capacity to maintain social distancing. The solution’s
temperature monitoring camera works in conjunction with an AI Mask Detection server
for fast and efficient results that keep zones safe.

Receive highly accurate
thermopile temperature
readings reducing
false positives

Gain instant alerts and
automate security with AIpowered mask detection

Deploy a complete costeffective temperature
measurement solution

▪ Real-time temperature
measuring and alerts to
support social distancing
▪ Complete API to
integrate temperature and
alarm information
▪ AI Mask Detection based on
LILIN NAV recorders, Aida
mask wearing detection
system, and Intel®
Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

caseen.sze@intel.com

Merit LILIN Contact:

stevehu@meritlilin.com.tw

More Merit LILIN Solutions at:

https://www.meritlilin.com/index.php
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Dahua Smart Retail Solution

Dahua Smart Retail Solution helps retailers digitally transform and respond to increased
industry competition through extensive video-aided business intelligence and analytics
functionality.

Improve security with HD
video surveillance, 24/7
real-time monitoring,
and surveillance without
blind spots

Preserve profit with facial
recognition, POS
integration, audio and
video overlay, and remote
monitoring and playback

Storefront

Cameras

POS system

Calculate visitor flow

Office

Computer

Network video
Siren
recorder

Increase surveillance coverage

Maximize efficiency with
intelligent management
features, like people counting,
heat map viewing, and
business intelligence reporting

Remote monitoring

Control Center

Mobile

Reduce cashier Fraud

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

Guangfang.zhu@intel.com
guo.dai@intel.com

Dahua Contact:

xu_wei10@dahuatech.com

More Dahua Solutions at:
dahuasecurity.com/?us

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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ReadSense Lightyear
Smart Retail Solution
The ReadSense Lightyear Smart Retail Solution allows shop owners to leverage the
computing technology of AI cameras, the end, and cloud analytics to gain better insights
from their physical retail stores. Improve retail intelligence and use online/offline data to
better serve customers.

Leverage big data to
forecast retail trends
and drive sales

Develop customer profiles
as they interact with
product and physical
retail locations

Smart retail solutions ecological closed loop

Identify new and returning
customers and gain
insights on customer
loss issues

▪ Capture all activities in the
retail environment using
intelligent camera terminals
▪ Give repeat customers
customized experiences
using AI to create unique
shopping guides
▪ Refine retail operations using
a smart retail backstage
management system

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

bing.yu@intel.com

ReadSense Contact:
leon@readsense.cn

More ReadSense Solutions at:
www.readsense.cn/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Merit LILIN High Speed
Automatic Number
Plate Recognition
The High Speed Automatic Number Plate Recognition solution is an AI-based number
plate recognition system for multi-nation and multi-lane use. It uses deep learning to
discover the underlying patterns in classes of images to improve number
recognition results.

Ensure privacy with
password-protected access
to all data and advanced
user credentials

Easily analyze all captured
frames, stored and used for
AI inference

Access insightful
analytics provided
through platform

LILIN NAV/Third-party VMS

AI Engine.exe

ABC
123

ABC
123
Gynet.exe

PoE switch

Camera

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

caseen.sze@intel.com

Merit LILIN Contact:
taitiet@ibs.com.vn

More Merit LILIN Solutions at:
www.meritlilin.com/index.php

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Accenture Video Analytics
Service Platform
The Accenture Video Analytics Service Platform (VASP) is a video analytics service that
enriches existing video appliance platforms and helps customers protect assets and
generate insights from their video data. Accenture connects cameras at the edge to their
cloud-based data center, allowing users to gain a new breadth and depth of information,
and inspiring real-time decision making in a wide variety of use cases.

AI

Maximize the
effectiveness of
CCTV cameras

Increase the speed, quality, and
accuracy of data analytics by
moving analytics to the edge

Inference
Edge device

Edge appliance

Best

Data center/cloud

Better

Smart
camera

IP
camera

Training

Good

Metadata

Raw
video
VMS
VASP
Visual
Algorithms

Control panel
Reports

Protect people and assets
by deploying intelligent
video monitoring solutions
at critical locations

▪ Strategic consulting to take
advantage of the best
combination of
technologies while
reducing cost
▪ CCTV connectivity
▪ Analyze, alert, and report on
CCTV footage quickly,
efficiently, and with
increased accuracy
with video
analytics services
▪ Leverage thought
leadership from public
safety experts

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

nick.jacobs@intel.com
michelle.c.silver@intel.com

More Accenture solutions at:
accenture.com/us-en

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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AllGoVision – AI Powered
Video Analytics
AllGoVision – AI Powered Video Analytics is an open solution for retail that combines
an IoT platform with integrated computer vision and multi application provisioning. The
solution supports local analytics and decision making, a range of retail use-cases, as well
as cloud-based application provisioning that simplifies application life-cycle
management in retail.

Monitor cities and traffic
with alarm cases from
tailgating and speeding,
illegal parking, and license
plate recognition

Partner
integration

Management

VMS
PSIM

Applications

Algorithms

UI

DEEP LEARNING

ALARM CENTER

OBJECT
DETECTION

SW DEPLOYMENT

CAMERA
POST-DEP
ALGORITHM
TRAINING

IOT
STORAGE/ HW
SENSORS

Secure smart buildings by
monitoring boundary
crossings, video smoke
detection, and missing
object detection

WARRANTY AND
SUPPORT

DATA ANALYTICS

VERTICAL
APPLICATION
REPORTING/
VISUALIZATION
DATA ANALYTICS
FORENSIC
SEARCH

OBJECT
CLASSIFICATION
LOCALIZATION
FACIAL
RECOGNITION

Platform

CPU

GPU

HW ACCL

Gain business insights by
tracking crowd monitoring,
queue management, and
facial recognition

▪ Connect through LAN, WAN,
Ethernet/Wi-Fi, and 3G/4G
LTE
▪ Continue surveillance
despite difficult situations
▪ Choose between over 50
surveillance use cases
▪ Send alarms to
relevant parties
▪ Stream a large amount
of video data

EDGE

ANPR
TRAINING
DATASET

CLOUD

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

premchander.rao.t@intel.com
AllGoVision contact:
General - aa@allgovision.com
Marketing questions - ashwin@allgovision.com

More AllGoVision solutions at:
allgovision.com/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Awiros Video Intelligence
Application Suite
Awiros Video Intelligence Application Suite is a complete platform for video
intelligence that can be deployed on any camera in a customer’s network to address
video analytics use cases. Awiros is installed on local/edge devices to process the video
from the cameras and sync with a cloud dashboard.

Tailor the solution by
utilizing a large library
of applications

Scale environment
monitoring with a central
cloud dashboard

Awiros Video Intelligence
Results from all apps
and sources can be
viewed together

OS

OS

OS

VI apps can be run
concurrently across
Processing Hardware
and Video Sources
Any Standard
Processing Hardware

Rack Servers

Bullet
Cameras

PTZ
Cameras

Workstations

Analog
Cameras

Body
Cameras

Add new cameras and
applications through a
simple UI

▪ Deploy the application suite
on any video source
▪ Expand deployments across
multiple sites by connecting
to a central serve or cloud
▪ Create user
profiles with different
access privileges
▪ Leverage comprehensive
support from a network
of partners

Edge Devices

Drone
Cameras

Dome
Cameras

Any Standard ONVIF
Video Source

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

ediz.altun@intel.com

Awiros contact:
sales@awiros.com
More information about Awiros at:
www.awiros.com/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Changsha Xiaogu Technology
Co. Multiperson AI Temperature
Measurement System
The Multiperson AI Temperature Measurement System is equipped with an industrial
high-performance computer, AI accelerated computing module, and industrial binocular
camera. The system can be installed on vehicles, passing gates, and access systems for
different application scenarios, such as neighborhoods, oﬃce buildings, schools, and
traffic hubs with large crowds and public environments.

Promote the well being
of customers and
employees by maintaining
safe spaces

Increase staff and
operational efficiency by
replacing handheld
temperature probes

Utilize a stable and reliable
solution that detects
temperature with a high
level of accuracy

▪ Enable a truly no-contact
temperature measurement
solution deployed at
entrances and exits,
protecting staff’s health
and well-being
▪ Utilize the system’s deep
neural network reasoning
algorithm to deploy the
solutions in a wide variety of
uses cases from vehicles to
retail environments
▪ Access real-time video
streaming for people counting,
abnormal snapshots, and high
temperature alarms

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

guangfang.zhu@intel.com

Changsha Xiaogu contact:
Liang.sw@xiaogutech.com
More information about Changsha Xiaogu at:
www.xiaogutech.com/home/en/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Digital Barriers Heat
Detection Camera
The Digital Barriers Heat Detection Camera is a real-time remote fever scanning
solution that helps safeguard frontline workers against potential infection. The thermal
camera analyzes body temperature, a key indicator of the presence of a fever, and
sounds an alarm when a specific temperature threshold is exceeded.

Ensure reliable real-time
temperature detection even in
locations with poor bandwidth
and connectivity

Promote safety of staff and
customers by detecting
individuals who exceed the
temperature threshold

Install quickly and easily
without IT integration

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:

isinsu.akcetin@intel.com

Digital Barriers contact:
tricia.palmerlewis@digitalbarriers.com
More information about Digital Barriers at:
www.digitalbarriers.com/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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GeoVision Smart Video
Management Solution
Powered by Intel® architecture, GeoVision’s Smart Video Management solution
provides a versatile and effective IP-based Digital Security and Surveillance (DSS)
system. It brings video surveillance to the IoT ecosystem by connecting different IoT
platforms and existing hardware to create an all-in-one physical security solution.

Increase operational
efficiency with centralized
video management and AIinfused video analytics

Reduce deployment
costs with a scalable
solution that can be quickly
implemented

Protect people and
assets with 24/7
video surveillance
and controlled access

GV-VMS/GV-Recording Server*

GV-Control Center*

3G Wi-Fi

IP Video Devices

▪ Monitor live views and recordings
across all premises with centralized
remote management
▪ Scale to fit project needs from 1 video
channel to 57,600 video channels with the
GV-Control Center
▪ Support integration with other IoT systems
via open SDK and API

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
morris.sun@intel.com

▪ Use AI video analytics to reduce false
alarms and scale to different industries
▪ Adjust live video view and playback
layouts with intuitive drag-and-drop
function
▪ Backup all video recordings across
different sites with a fallover server and
Intel SSD

More GeoVision solutions at:
geovision.com.tw/

GeoVision contact:
sean@geovision.com.tw
thomaslee@geovision.com.tw
vincent@geovision.com.tw

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Gorilla Intelligent Video
Analytics Recorder (IVAR)
Built on Intel technology, Gorilla Technology’s Gorilla IVAR (Intelligent Video Analytics
Recorder) solution utilizes groundbreaking real-time intelligent video analytics to extract
business and operational insights across all facilities to a single dashboard enabling
users to improve facility security and business operations.

Accelerate response time
by increasing situational
awareness and detecting
suspicious events quickly

Heighten operational performance
by reducing human error,
centralizing facility management,
and optimizing monitoring
functions
Switch

Edge/Gateway
scenario

Location
1

Gorilla
IVAR Edge
BAP

Used for multiple
dispersed locations
E.g. Retail, Toll
crossings, etc.

Location
2

Gorilla
IVAR Edge
Laptop/PC
Switch

Server
scenario
Used for large single
locations E.g. Hospitals,
Airports, etc.

Gorilla IVAR Server

▪ Centralize camera feeds in different locations with
remote administration
▪ Configure security parameters at different times from the
centralized monitoring station

Laptop/PC

Maximize asset value
by using existing video
surveillance systems and
scaling with reliable
server/edge architecture
▪ Monitor and track
suspicious activities and
people with facial
recognition and watchlists,
zone intrusion detection and
human behavior
▪ Regulate registered vehicles
and restricted areas using
license plate recognition
▪ Receive automatic real-time
video analysis alarms via
email, push notifications,
and SMS

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
carolinechan@gorilla-technology.com
lindsay.d.hiebert@intel.com
Gorilla contact:
winnieh@gorilla-technology.com
More GeoVision solutions at:
gorilla-technology.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Touch Cloud WPI TC
Telescope Construction
Site Safety
Touch Cloud WPI TC Telescope is a computer vision surveillance solution designed to
capture objects and human behaviors within a designated construction zone for
monitoring and security purposes.

Increase worker safety by
recognizing and alerting
for PPE non-compliance in
construction zones

Improve security by
surveilling designated
areas and detecting
abnormal objects

IP camera network

Store video
footage for further
incident analysis
and improved business logic

▪ Object and
people detection
▪ Behavior detection
▪ Virtual fencing
▪ Real-time analysis
and alerts
▪ Event bookmarking
and searching
▪ Incident analysis

VMS + AI
Server

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
michael.lin@intel.com
Touch Cloud contact:
simon.lee@touchcloud.com.tw
mega.tseng@wpi-group.com
More Touch Cloud solutions at:
touchcloud.com.tw/#home
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Innodep VURIX

Innodep’s VURIX Video Surveillance Solution is a highly scalable, all-in-one
surveillance solution that helps build smarter cities and improves public safety. The
solution performs real-time, multi-channel monitoring with a VMS capable of integrating
over 10,000 channels.

Increase public safety with
multi-channel, real-time
monitoring for instant
access to safety
information

IP-Matrix

Scale quickly and reliably
with an open platform, all-inone video surveillance tool

▪ Monitors, records, and
manages data in a single
system
▪ Open platform
software supporting
hundreds of devices
▪ Real-time
video streaming

All in one Appliance Solutions by VURIX
Center

Video surveillance system

\Intelligent video surveillance
solutions

VURIX IP - Matrix
Service Next

Integrated
applications

Reduce costs and utilize your
existing assets with a solution
compatible with hundreds of
IoT devices and 3rd
party applications

*Video surveillance system
Device Next

Sensor: IoT, Camera, Network devices, etc.

Public Cloud Data Mining Data Science

Access
control

Intelligent information processing

Face
recognition

Analytics
(edge & server)

License plate
recognition

GIS

POS

(Geographic
(Point-of-Sale)
Information System)

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
Thomas.kim@intel.com
Innodep contact:
david@innodep.com
sales@innodep.com
More Innodep solutions at:
innodep.co.kr/new/eng/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Extreme Vision Intelligent
Security Check Initiative

The Extreme Vision Intelligent Security Check Initiative improves the safety of airports,
transit centers, government buildings and other public spaces that require security
inspection by identifying potentially dangerous contraband.

Improve accuracy of
security inspections and
detect illegal items
automatically with a
detection accuracy rate of
over 90%

Deploy quickly and
effectively with a solution
that can be deployed within
just one hour, supported by a
wide range of security
check machines

Prohibited item
Knife
X-ray
source

Security Check

Screwdriver

Model of Local goods
detection

Prohibited item image
segmentation model

Prohibited classified
recognition model

Cloud

Automatic study
system

Model training,
iteration and
improvement

Apparatus X-ray
Imaging
Data input

Warning

Reduce security line wait-times
with a fast analysis speed of
35ms per image, powered by
the Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ Toolkit
▪ Update online and
preform local analysis
▪ Deploy easily with
cloud learning
▪ Reduce cost while
maintaining accuracy
and speed with an
algorithm that takes
data from the GPU and
sends it to the CPU
for analysis

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
bing.yu@intel.com
Extreme Vison contact:
iris.liu@extremevision.mo
More Extreme Vision solutions at:
innodep.co.kr/new/eng/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Zhejiang Uniview
Technologies Co., Ltd.
Uniview Smart City Solutions
Zhejiang Uniview Technologies Co., Ltd. Uniview Smart City Solutions provides
cities with a wide-reaching solution to help manage residential areas, crowded spaces,
public transportation, critical infrastructure, busy roadways, command centers, and
city surveillance.

Increase safety in public
places with a solution that
can monitor crowds and
critical infrastructure to
detect potential
emergencies

Deploy a high-tech
monitoring solution with an
advanced VMS architecture
that can bring a wide range of
use cases and locations onto
the same network

Scale to monitor new use cases
with a flexible NGN
architecture that allows for
flexible scalability and enables
different cameras for
different designs

Command Center
PC Client

PC Client

LED TV Wall

1 + 1 VMS Server

IP Storage

IP Storage

Heartbeat

DC
Controller

High – Altitude Spot

X38/X44
Outdoor PTZ Dome

Residential District
Outdoor Super Starlight
PTZ Dome
Camera

Square

PTZ Camera

Panoramic Camera

Critical Infrastructure
Outdoor
PTZ Dome

Bullet
Camera

Public Transit
Box Camera

Dome

4K Camera

Trunk Road
Outdoor
PTZ Dome

Camera

▪ Update online and
preform local analysis
▪ Deploy easily with cloud
learning
▪ Reduce cost while
maintaining accuracy
and speed with an
algorithm that takes
data from the GPU and
sends it to the CPU
for analysis
▪ Increase data safety
with reliable IP storage
and security system

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
heng.zhang@intel.com
Extreme Vison contact:
liwei01@uniview.com
More Zhejiang Uniview solutions at:
uniview.com/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Zhejiang Uniview Technologies
Co., Ltd. Uniview Smart
Community Solutions
Zhejiang Uniview Technologies Co., Ltd. Uniview Smart Community Solutions is a
wide-reaching video solution that helps manages residential areas, downtown areas,
retail districts, public transportation, critical infrastructure, busy roadways and general
surveillance.
general
surveillance.

Increase safety in
communities with a
solution that can monitor
crowds and critical
infrastructure to detect
potential emergencies

Deploy a high-tech
monitoring solution with an
advanced VMS architecture
that can bring a wide range of
use cases and locations onto
the same network

Command Center
PC Client

PC Client

LED TV Wall

1 + 1 VMS Server

IP Storage

IP Storage

Heartbeat

DC
Controller

High – Altitude Spot

X38/X44
Outdoor PTZ Dome

Residential District
Outdoor Super Starlight
PTZ Dome
Camera

Square

PTZ Camera

Panoramic Camera

Critical Infrastructure
Outdoor
PTZ Dome

Bullet
Camera

Public Transit
Box Camera

Dome

4K Camera

Trunk Road
Outdoor
PTZ Dome

Camera

Scale to monitor new use
cases with a flexible NGN
architecture that allows for
flexible scalability and enables
different cameras for different
designs and scenarios
▪ Update online and
preform local analysis
▪ Deploy easily with
cloud learning
▪ Reduce cost while
maintaining accuracy
and speed with an
algorithm that takes
data from the GPU and
sends it to the CPU
for analysis
▪ Increase data safety
with reliable IP storage
and security system

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
heng.zhang@intel.com
Extreme Vison contact:
liwei01@uniview.com
More Zhejiang Uniview solutions at:
uniview.com/
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Avnet Integrated AI-Cube

Avnet Integrated AI-Cube Solution is an out-of-the-box intelligent video analytics
solution for the edge comprised of AI-optimized hardware and software that helps
automate processes and enhance accuracy for vision-related use cases including safety
and security, access control, defect detection, behavior analysis, and more.

Accelerate development
with out-of-the-box AI
ready for any vision
use case

Build to your needs with
hardware purpose-built
for various image
processing scenarios

Data center (Optional)

Raw Data

AI-Hardware

Metadata / Big data

Edge

Cloud

On Premise Storage

Software Solution
Off Premise Storage

Scale quickly by leveraging AI
Cube’s quick-start compute
and software building blocks

▪ Protect people at large
gatherings and events with
people detection
▪ Identify individuals and
control access with facial
recognition technology
▪ Understand environments
and detect recognized
potential threats with
object detection
▪ Identify suspicious
activities with behavior
analysis technology

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
dorian.witkowski@intel.com
Avnet contact:
Alex.wood@avnet.eu
More Avnet solutions at:
Avnet website
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Expertos En Sistemas
Braingine Machine Vision
Expertos En Sistemas Braingine Machine Vision is a platform that integrates with
existing video surveillance systems to provide real-time object inspection and detection
at the edge that moves the needle in digital transformation of fast moving consumer
goods (FMCG).

Gain incremental sales
by in-depth monitoring
of display and
shelving optimization

Optimize operational
performance with AI
edge compute of product
ordering, forecasting, and
inventory management

Execute real-time AI-generated
strategies through a
high-performance machine
vision solution

▪ Integrates with wide range of
existing legacy systems
▪ Inspects live video at the edge
for detection and analysis of
events and objects
▪ Allows for mobile integration
and remote app access
▪ Secures data through application
of asymmetric hash key
encryptions
▪ Sends metadata to the cloud for
Big Data analytics

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
maria.laura.burzachechi@intel.com
Expertos En Sistemas contact:
karl.mudespacher@expertos-ti.com
More Expertos En Sistemas solutions at:
https://braingine.app/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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iOmniscient IQ Roads

iOmniscient IQ Roads is a comprehensive AI based intelligent traffic management
system that performs multi-sensory analytics on vehicles at the edge, recognizing people
and license plates too. With this complete intelligent traffic system, users get a solution
that provides cutting-edge analytics and real-time alerts to reduce accidents, congestion,
and pollution while enhancing driving experiences.

Operate efficiently
using minimal storage
and bandwidth

Reduce incident response
times through Automated
Response System (ARS)

25Mph
30Mph

45Mph

Generate critical insights into
traffic environments with
intelligence derived from
big data

▪ Requires no GPU to
processing images at
low resolution
▪ Offers traffic monitoring,
infringement notice,
incident detection, event
data management,
camera diagnostic
functionalities, and more
▪ Analyzes all data through
iOmniscient’s Nuisance
Alarm Minimization
Module (NAMS)

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
ivan.ooi@intel.com
iOmniscient contacts:
rustom@iomni.ai
More iOmniscient solutions at:
iomni.ai/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Intel® Distribution
of OpenVINO™
Toolkit-Enabled
Intel® IoT RFP
Ready Kits

Interactive Displays

JWIPC Smart Retail &
Vending RRK

The JWIPC Smart Retail & Vending Kit is an interactive vending kiosk that enables
sellers to demonstrate the potential of computer vision solutions for customers across
several verticals.

Reduce equipment costs
using computer vision
instead of pricey machines
for SKU detection

Save space with a system
that takes out the need for
bulky machinery

Retail – Smart Vending RRK

SW Parts

Face
recognition
Intel® Distribution
of OpenVINO™
toolkit

Item detection
Intel® Distribution
of OpenVINO™
toolkit

DS
management
Android container

HW Parts

Weighting
sensor

Electronic
door access
unit

Enhance the experience for
customers with a system that
promotes interactions and
reacts accordingly

▪ Weighted sensor
management
▪ Facial recognition
▪ Item detection
▪ Pre-loaded Android
container for DS
management

Lighting
control unit

Not included in kit

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
ted.ye@intel.com
jerry.kuo@intel.com
JWIPC contact:
zhuxingzi@jwele.com.cn
More JWIPC solutions at:
jwipc.net/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Logistics & Tracking

NEXCOM Smart ShelfCheckout Solution
Designed for interactive signage solutions, the NEXCOM Smart Shelf-Checkout Solution
equips the Network Driver interface Specification (NDiS) series with facial recognition and
object detection to assist customers during the checkout process and help retailers
optimize staff.

Save labor costs by decreasing
the amount of personnel
needed to operate checkouts

Reduce queuing time with
simplified payments and easy
checkout that minimize the
dependency on
retail employees

Smart
Shelves
Business
Intelligence

Smart
Dashboard

Smart Self-Ordering
System
Smart Self-Checkout
System

Limit human error with object
detection to record each sale
and track inventory

▪ Object detection for
direct and easy
inventory tracking
▪ Cameras to analyze
customer in-store
behavior, in turn reducing
crime and theft
▪ Detailed analytics,
including transactions,
interests, and hotspots,
that indicate key trends
and consumer behavior

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
mitchell.chang@intel.com
NEXCOM contact:
nelsonchang@nexcobot.com
More NEXCOM solutions at:
nexcom.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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ASUS Intelligent Edge
Solution for Smart Retail
ASUS Intelligent Edge Solution for Smart Retail is an AI edge-computing solution with
a versatile computer and exclusive software. When combined with an IP or USB camera,
the kit supports services such as device management, remote monitoring and control,
and data visualization.

Uncover new insights
on customer traffic and
in-store behavior

Ensure optimal performance
even in harsh conditions with a
solution that adapts to the
surrounding environments

Maintain GDPR compliance
with a solution that does not
capture, store or process
personal information

Front View

1. LAN port with PoE

6. Dual-mode display port

2. Power button

7. Antenna hole

3. LAN port

8. Serial (COM) connector

4. USB 3.2 Gen 2 port

9. GPIO connector

5. HDMI port

Rear View

1. Serial (COM) connector
(on selected models)

4. Power input

2. USB 2.0 Port
(on selected models)

6. Headphone jack

5. Antenna hole

3. Microphone

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
patrick.huang@intel.com
ASUS contact:
chiaohui_chang@asus.com
More ASUS solutions at:
asus.com/us/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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QNAP Systems QuCPE
IOT Solution
The QNAP QuCPE IOT solution is a smart retail solution that integrates surveillance,
facial recognition, customer flow analysis, and edge devices. With QuCPE IOT Solution
retailers can implement network management from the cloud to ensure in-store POS
performance, Wi-Fi service, and IP camera functionality.

Increase control through
centralized large-scale
application deployment and
cloud management

Reduce complexity with
increased resource visibility in
single IT structure

QNAP uCPE solution

▪ ONEmanager: Device
management
▪ Market Place
▪ License Manger
▪ CMO: Container Management
and Ochestration
▪ VMO: Virtualization
Management
and Ochestration

Cloud based
MANO

▪ ONE Edge System
▪ Virtual machine
hypervisor
(VM & container)

uCPE with
based-line
OS

QNE

VNF/
Application

▪ SD-WAN: QuWAN
▪ VM-based
application
▪ Container-based
application

Save time with faster
deployment through Zero
Touch Provisioning

▪ Supports a wide range of virtual
applications, including virtual
machines (VMs), containerized
applications and Kubernetes
cluster architecture
▪ Enables high-performance and
agile SD-WAN solution with
built-in video surveillance app
▪ Leverages edge computing
for offloading multitasking
applications
▪ Simplifies setup and integration
of business systems and
services for end users and MSPs

QuCPE series

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
don.liu@intel.com
QNAP Systems contact:
kencheah@qnap.com
More QNAP Systems solutions at:
qnap.com/en-in/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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AAEON UP AIM2Retail Suite

The AAEON UP AIM2Retail Suite kit combines software and hardware to
simplify real time video analysis on the edge to extract useful demographic and
behavioral information.

Deliver insights through AI
algorithms that can detect and
organize customers and their
shopping trends

Ensure compliance Without
streaming or saving images of
customer data

AIM2 Retail KIT

Streamline management using
secure, remote access to assets
and workflows from anywhere
at anytime

On demand services

UP Squared Board
Cloud
services

UP HD Camera

UP AI Core X

Dashboard
Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ & system studio

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
don.liu@intel.com
daphne.chen@intel.com
AAEON contact:
alingwu@aaeon.eu
More AAEON UP solutions at:
up-board.org/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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ADLINK Edge Smart Pallet

ADLINK Edge Smart Pallet helps to automate palletization and package tracking
accuracy using AI-based machine vision technology. It enables businesses to streamline
processes and increase customer satisfaction in a cost-effective manner.

Generate higher profits by
reducing spoilage and sunk costs
of replacing items due to
shipment and manufacturing
errors and quality control issues

Increase productivity and
shipment volumes by replacing
manual barcode scanning with
machine vision AI-technology to
verify order contents in real time

Acquire training images and recordings

Gather Images →

Mark Objects

→

Train

→

Test

Create more ergonomic and safer
work environments for warehouse
employees by providing instant
connectivity to any cloud
or database
▪ Gather item metadata with
ADLINK’s rugged Neon1020/1040 Smart Cameras,
which allow for local and
millisecond computing even
when offline
▪ Stream data anywhere on the
ADLINK Edge Data River,
which enables instant multiplatform communication
▪ Control from the edge by
performing real-time machine
learning to publish analyses in
user friendly dash boards or
perform other actions

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
brian1.lin@intel.com
ADLINK contact:
stephen.gereb@adlinktech.com
More ADLINK solutions at:
ADLINK Website
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Asset & Operations
Optimization

AOPEN Solutions Smart
Scale m-intelligence
The AOPEN Solutions Smart Scale (m-intelligence) is the first AI enabled, computer
vision bulk product scale and labeling system built on the meldCX platform that can
recognize products, learn behaviors, and apply business rules at the edge and in
the cloud.

Reduce wastage in stock and
inventory by making the checkout process one easy step

Improve staff efficiency with a
self-service POS, allowing
managers to better triage staff
needs and floor issues

Initial data capture

Machine learning training unit (meldCX software +
AOPEN hardware) captures and tags product
images

Install and scale easily with
AOPEN Solution’s platform
combined with meldCX

Human training

The human trainer ensures that the correct tag is applied. Images
are sent directly to the Azure cloud for storage.

Place bag on scale
(i.e. pistachios)
Cloud training

Cloud-based servers compute the key features of the
captured images. The model is optimised using the
OpenVINO framework before being pushed to
devices.

Edge machine learning

Movidius Compute Stick loads the model to further capture and process data
at the edge, including instant product recognition and behaviour detection

Human review

Training results are reviewed in the cloud then sent to
the model for deployment approval process

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
mitchell.chang@intel.com
AOPEN contact:
joychua@aopen.com
More AOPEN solutions at:
aopen.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Congatec Realtime Workload
Consolidation (WLC) Starter Set
Designed in cooperation with Intel and Real-Time Systems, the Congatec Realtime
Workload Consolidation (WLC) Starter Set supports the next generation of visionbased collaborative robotics, automation controls and autonomous vehicles that tackle
multiple tasks in parallel, including situational awareness utilizing deep learning-based
AI algorithms.

Reduce costs with one
multicore system requiring a
lower initial investment and
maintenance costs

Increase reliability with a less
complicated hardware system
that requires fewer cables

Real-time VM #1
Motion Control

Linux VM
Smart vision with OpenVino
Virtual Ethernet

Servo motor
pendulum

USB

Core
#1

Core
#2

Core
#3

45234464242352
35

Servo motor
pendulum

USB

PCle

Industrial
USB Camera

Intel Arria
FPGA

USB
Core
#4

Core
#5

Core
#6

LAN
Cloud

Virtual Ethernet

Motion control
Real-time VM #2

Edge VM
IoT connectivity & security

Improve security with a wholly
integrated firewall for secure
IoT connectivity

▪ Run a wide range of
applications/OS on
one system
▪ Require less maintenance
with a single system
instead of multiple
specialized boxes
▪ Simplify operations with
individually partitionable
applications so
disturbance to one
application does not
impact another

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
huanx.zhao@intel.com
Congatec contact:
Zeljko.loncaric@congatec.com
More Congatec solutions at:
congatec.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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ADLINK AI-enabled
Machine Vision Kit
The ADLINK AI-enabled Machine Vision Kit eliminates the gap from development to
product rollout by quickly and easily integrating the conventional machine vision
solution and AI deep learning technology to fulfill the requirement of specific
applications and shorten the application development times.

Optimize product packing and
improve product quality with AI
at the Edge to ensure that
product is tracked and
inspected accurately
Third party cloud service
provider

Application procedure/
analysis platform

Reduce machine downtime
and increase productivity by
implementing equipment
failure predictions

Database

AI training database

▪

Gather item metadata with
ADLINK’s rugged smart cameras
which allow for local and
millisecond computing even
when offline

▪

Stream data anywhere on the
ADLINK Edge Data River which
enables instant multi-platform
communication

▪

Acquire quality images for
machine vision tasks such as
image pre-processing and
compensation, as well as defect
labeling for deep learning training

▪

Deploy and improve machine
learning models without need for
specialized training

Field
data

Training
mode

Vortex Data River™
Pre-training
model

Integrated machine
vision platform

Bring intelligence and
automation to labor-intensive
processes with vision data and
insights that can be acted on in
the moment

Smart
camera

Real-time
field data

Smart computing
platform

Smart computing
embedded module

AI-enabled edge computing platform

Various communication protocol support

Application
Field
Vision guided
robot

Automatic guided
vehicle

Automatic
warehouse

Automatic
production line

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
brian1.lin@intel.com
ADLINK contact:
chiawei.yang@adlinktech.com
More ADLINK solutions at:
ADLINK Website
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Product Inspection

Apuqi Machine Vision Kit for
Industrial Manufacturing
The suite, based on Intel® solutions, offers machine vision solutions for the
manufacturing industry, including hardware and software. Apuqi Machine Vision Kit for
Industrial Manufacturing kit can provide detection, identification, positioning,
measurement, and other core functions.

Improve efficiency with visual
detection functions such as
target positioning and
dimension measurement

Increase accuracy with
intelligent gap service that
identifies defects and reduces
error rates

Reduce costs and energy
consumption with highperformance computing based
on core-graphics card

▪ Intelligent project
management
▪ Guided algorithm
configuration process
▪ Statistical analysis of
test results to provide
data support
▪ Independently developed
and highly expandable
intelligent algorithm
database that can meet
diversified testing
requirements

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
huanx.zhao@intel.com
congatec contact:
wdq@apuqi.com
More congatec solutions at:
www.apuqi.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Shanghai Deepsight
Information Technology
YODA-100
Shanghai Deepsight Information Technology YODA-100 solution uses state-of-the-art
deep learning, computer vision, and image processing technologies to analyze video in
real time and extract key information and insights for businesses.

Increase factory performance
with built-in algorithms that
accelerate processing
of hardware

Improve product quality by
catching defects during the
production process

Boost profitability through
production efficiency,
deployment speed, and
worker productivity

▪ Real-time defect detection
and 99.9% defect
detection accuracy
▪ Accelerated computer
vision analytics using
Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit
▪ Fully integrated
camera interface easy
to connect with
production line equipment

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
rfp.ready.kits@intel.com
DeepSight contact:
bd@deepsight.ai
More DeepSight solutions at:
deepsight.ai/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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ASUSTek Computer Inc
AI Machine Vision AOI
ASUSTek Computer Inc AI Machine Vision AOI performs automated surface defect
inspection of stamped metal and injection molded plastic products. The AI Machine
Vision AOI kit provides highly accurate inspection results, easy deployment, and
long-lasting ROI.

Raise accuracy rates of defect
detection with AI-enabled
product inspection

Reduce costs of labor and
manual intervention through
real-time automated inspection

Deploy easily as complete
hardware-software bundle for
straightforward SI integrations

VI Server
Internet

Defect Detection

NG OK

Production line #1

Production line #2

Production line #3

MES
System

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
jianmei.tang@intel.com
ASUSTek Computer Inc contact:
cstmp@cstipc.com
More ASUSTek Computer Inc solutions at:
http://www.cstipc.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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JWIPC AI Ready Vision Kit for
Smart Manufacturing

The JWIPC AI Ready Vision Kit for Smart Manufacturing provides edge analytics for
factory computer vision analysis and predictive maintenance.

Drive automation by removing
reliance on manual inspections

Reduce operations costs
with edge analytics for
computer vision

Streamline processes
by connecting factory
equipment

Trigger signal to capture image
PLC

Relay

Output signal to stop die casting
Die-casting machine
Pick up Robot arm
& casting sample

Lightning source
& camera

(JWIPC E7QL)
IO module
LED & beep alarm
Edge server

Northbound cloud
communication

Defect
detection

Rugged, fanless
design

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
jerry.kuo@intel.com
JWIPC contact:
zhuxz@jwele.com.cn
More JWIPC solutions at:
jwipc.net/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Shenzhen Comstar
Technology Machine
Vision System
Shenzhen Comstar Technology Machine Vision System uses a built-in intelligent shape
recognition engine in multiple industrial applications to detect product defects. The kit
meets visual demands such as location, detection, identification, measurement by
increasing speed and reliability.

Reduce costs of
integration with an economical
kit designed for high
compatibility

Drive efficient production by
simultaneously detecting
different types of products

Speed up development of
vision solution applications
with flexible, powerful PCbased Visionbank
SVS software
▪ Runs on low power
consumption
▪ Supports hot-plugging of
multiple devices, adding
or removing devices
without powering off
▪ Opens local and cloud
data storage options
to users

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
jianmei.tang@intel.com
Shenzhen Comstar Technology contact:
cstmp@cstipc.com
More Shenzhen Comstar Technology solutions at:
www.cstipc.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Machine Condition Monitoring

Vecow VHub AI Developer

The Vecow VHub AI Developer integrates deep learning, model training, and labeling
tool functions for customers to develop any AI applications with computer vision. By
leveraging additional pre-trained model SDKs, VHub AI Developer allows for faster
development processes without extra effort.

Streamline workflow in any
industry through versatile
application of the model

Image Files
Streaming
Cat

Dog

Web CAM

Car

Person

IP CAM

Object_detection_
demo_yolov3_async
sample program

Person

Output Data

Labeling
tool

Car

Object Image
Collection

Inference
Engine

Accelerate deployment with
immediate access to pretrained deep learning models

Yolo Dataset

Dog

Car

Labeling image &
Object Name
(image & text file)

Tensor Flow
Darknet Training
Tool

Cat

Output Data

Object Detection Result
Optimize
Model

Convert to
IR Model
(.bin & .xml)

Darknet Mode
(cfg & weighting
files)

Decrease total cost of
ownership with a single
program solution

▪ Implement access control to
secure entrances
▪ Detect individuals with
fevers to prevent the spread
of disease
▪ Access deep learning
detection of objects, faces,
and actions
▪ Gain versatility with
widespread applications of
the solution like retail,
parking, or security
▪ Easily deploy the
solution and utilize scalable
AI Models

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
willie.chow@intel.com
Vecow contact:
kev.wang@vecow.com
More Vecow solutions at:
Vecow.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Control Optimization &
Autonomy

NEXCOM Robot
with AI Vision Kit

NEXCOM Robot with AI Vision Kit is designed to showcase a robotic AI automation
solution that can build an LED board with a specific pattern.

Showcase AI Vision as a
solution that enhances
efficiency and precision
of factory robots and
equipment

Educate manufacturers on how
robotic control with machine
vision deploys easily for a
variety of use cases

Drive leads by exciting
manufacturers with a hands-on
experience demonstrating the
power of AI vision

MiniBOT
2

1

3

▪ Interact with audience
▪ Set an LED pattern

AI Vision powered by Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ Toolkit
▪ Recognize the correct color of LED modules
▪ Acquire location of LED modules

MiniBOT 7R
▪ Assemble LED modules
▪ Test assembly results

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
alvin.t.chen@intel.com
Nexcom contact:
kurtchen@nexcom.com.tw
More Nexcom solutions at:
nexcom.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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AAEON UP Squared
Robomaker Dev. Kit

AAEON UP Squared Robomaker Dev. Kit is designed to build autonomous mobile
robots (AMRs). The development of AMRs take advantage of Amazons AWS RoboMaker
Services to easily deploy from the cloud to the robot.

Reduce time to deployment
with a complete solution stack

Squared RoboMaker
Dev Kit

Upgrade and scale your robot
easily with high-performance
hardware and a cross-platform
software stack

AWS RoboMaker
Simulation

Autonomous
robot

Vision tasks

Vision tasks

SLAM

SLAM + planner

SLAM + planner

Navigation stack

Navigation stack

Robot hardware interface

Robot hardware interface

Robot hardware interface

Hardware emulation

Gazebo simulation

Autonomous robot

Autonomous
Mobile Robot

Warehouse
Robot

Retail
Robot

Exploration
Robot

Extend the open-source
robotics software framework
with connectivity to
cloud services

▪ Highly customizable
and upgradeable
▪ Fully integrated platform
▪ Designed to be
fully compatible to
AWS RoboMaker
▪ Simulate and manage up
to thousands of robots

Rescue
Robot

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
robert.kamp@intel.com
AAEON contact:
alingwu@aaeon.eu
More AAEON UP solutions at:
up-board.org/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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LIPS Path Planning
(for Automated Plasma
Spray System)
LIPS Path Planning (for Automated Plasma Spray System) plans and guides
maneuvering strategies for robotic arms as they move through manufacturing
environments. The kits integrates a 3D camera and LIPS’ proprietary algorithm with
robotic arms in an automated plasma spray system.

Mitigate health risks with a
system that utilizes robotic
arms to administer potentially
hazardous materials

Cut labor costs by automating
repetitive manufacturing and
quality control tasks

Improve product efficiency and
quality through streamlined,
vision-controlled processes
that can reduce error

LIPS®3D VGR (Vision Guided Robot) – Footwear Automation
Vision

AE400

LIPS Industrial
3D IP Camera

LIPS 3D VGR AI and CV

AI/CV

Intel embedded IPC
Robotic Arm Control

Load

Pick and Place

3D Scan

Path Planning

Plasma Spray Control

3D Inspection

Upload

Compatible Robots
Robot
Control

Robotic Arm

Robot Controller / PLC

Display

LED/Button

Plasma Spray

Conveyor

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
rfp.ready.kits@intel.com
LIPS contact:
meilu@lips-hci.com
More LIPS solutions at:
lips-hci.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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ADLINK ROS2
Autonomous Mobile Robot
Controller ROScube
ADLINK ROS2 Autonomous Mobile Robot Controller ROScube is a robotic
development platform to help the creation of robot applications in professional-use
service robots. The kit can be used to guide autonomous mobile robots and autonomous
mobile industrial robots.

Integrate application
requirements easily with tools,
module portfolios, and a
compatible environment

Fanless

Industrial grade

Reduce end-to-end
expenditure from purchase to
disposal, including expected
costs of service, and a
decreased warranty

Enhance communications from
a system that connects
multiple devise via DDS

Wide range
DC input

▪ 9~36 V

Standalone
Ethernet

▪ 2 ethernet ports

Fruitful I/O

▪ 4 COM port
▪ 8 USB
▪ 40 I/O (CAN/GPIO)

Rugged
USB ports

▪ 2 lockable USB

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
mitchell.chang@intel.com
ADLINk contact:
bill.wang@adlinktech.com
More ADLINK solutions at:
www.adlinktech.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Situational Monitoring

Gorilla In-Store Analytics

Gorilla In-Store Analytics provides intelligent analytical data from video sources and is
an essential tool to gain business insights of single to multi-store floor spaces and better
store management.

Integrate easily with reliable and scalable
architecture that works with most IP cameras or
existing surveillance system

Multiple dispersed locations
E.g. retail, toll crossings, etc.
CPU

Intel® Core™ i7-8700
processor

RAM

16GB DDR4

HDD1

512GB SSD

Enhance insight into your business with video
analytics, enabling you to easily conduct realtime search

Location1

Switch
Gorilla IVAR
Edge

BAP
Location2
Laptop/PC

HDD2

OS

2,000GB SATA

Gorilla IVAR
Edge

▪ No GPU required
▪ Reveals customer
demographics

Ubuntu 16.04
Windows 10 (64)

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
kasia.l.hanson@intel.com
robert.kamp@intel.com
Gorilla contact:
winnieh@gorilla-technology.com
More Gorilla solutions at:
gorilla-technology.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Ability Edge AI Camera

The Ability Edge AI Camera is a highly-flexible smart camera solution comprised of
best-in-class AI algorithm architecture and a dedicated Neural Compute Engine that
helps optimize pre-trained deep learning models to accelerate and improve control
processes. Its versatile video analytics use case applications include safety and security,
object detection, human monitoring, and more.

Enhance site safety and
security with various real-time
detection capabilities

Accelerate inferences by
performing advanced
identification and profiling with
low latency

Pose
Estimations

Face
Recognition
Edge AI Camera

Buckle

Deep Learning
Architecture for
Classification

Ability’s or
customer’s own
AI Algorithm are
both acceptable

Vehicle
Identification

MYRIAD™ X

Unbuckle

Input

Convolution+Relu

Poding Convolution+Relu Poding Fully Connected

Hidden Layers

Classification

Age & Gender
Profiling

Human
Detection

Reduce installation costs and
deployment time through a
highly-integrable,
edge-based solution

▪ Identifies and classifies a
wide scope of images quickly
for applications such as face
recognition for access control,
human and object monitoring,
with a built-in Intel® Movidius™
Myriad™ X 2485 VPU in
every product
▪ Provides high visibility
with HDR and built-in IR
illuminators for
improved monitoring
▪ Protects against damage with
weather-proof IP66/IP67 and
Vandal-proof IK10
rated Housing

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
morris.sun@intel.com
Ability contact:
amanda.tsai@abilitycorp.com.tw
More Ability solutions at:
Ability Website
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Eyecloud Inc. OpenNCC
Programmable Vision AI Kit
The Eyecloud Inc. OpenNCC is an open source programmable AI camera, equipped with
Intel® Movidius™ Myriad™ X visual processing unit to accelerate a low-power system on
chip (SoC) used for drones, smart cameras, VR/AR in-depth learning and other artificial
intelligence vision applications within any industry.

Reduce costs and improve
workflow by automating live
monitoring in real-time

Display
Hardware
Connection Ethernet

(based on
AI box)

AI Box
(Optional)

Customize the solution to fit
specific needs through
adaptable support of different
AI models

Real-time
Output

Result N YUV
H.264

OpenNCC
Core Board

OpenNCC
Caner Module

ISP
Models
Configuration

Video Stream

Load at
once

OpenNCC View

Software
Data Flow

Caffe or
TensorFlow
Models

IR Model 1

IR Model 2

……

Accelerate development with
out-of-the-box AI ready for any
vision use case

▪ Support multiple deep
learning frameworks
▪ Identify individuals with high
body temperature to prevent
the spread of disease
▪ Plug and play deployment
▪ Gain versatility
with widespread
application possibilities
▪ Detect objects, faces,
skeletons, and vehicles
▪ Support high quality image
resolution output

IR Model N

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
willie.chow@intel.com
Eyecloud contact:
sss@eyecloud.tech
More Eyecloud solutions at:
Openncc.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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xVisio vSLAM Edge
Computing Solution for AR
Glasses and Robotics
The xVisio vSLAM Edge Computing Solution for AR Glasses and Robotics offers highspeed vSLAM and AI capabilities on the edge for AR glasses, and tracking and navigation
of robotics and AGV applications.

Deploy easily with a
cost-effective turnkey solution
for quick product integration

Fisheye camera

Customize sensor configuration
for specific applications with a
flexible, AI-ready platform

RGB camera

UART

Fisheye camera

USB type C
TOF depth
camera

Install anywhere with a
space saving and battery
operational design

6DOF tracking
for AR/VR HMD
and glasses

Localization,
mapping,
obstacle
avoidance, and
recognition
for robots
and AGVs

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
bing.yu@intel.com
xVisio Technology contact:
cindy.hu@xvisiotech.com.cn
More xVisio Technology solutions at:
xvisiotech.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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QuEST ThirdEye – Vision Analytics
Platform on the Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit

QuEST ThirdEye – Vision Analytics Platform on the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™
toolkit is a comprehensive, AI powered solution that automates security, surveillance,
predictive maintenance, inspection, and more for your business.

Expand monitoring capabilities
with a user-friendly dashboard,
powered by real-time
analytics features

Things

Connectivity

Global
infra

Empower decision
making with real-time alerts to
act on emergent situations
during day to day operations

Data
ingestion

Data
analysis

Applications

DL based
detection &
classification
Azure face API & similar
3rd Party services

Onboarding
agent
Connectivity
agent
Azure loT edge
agent

Cloud platform

DVR/NVR
integration
agent

People &
process
• Ease of
parking
spot finding
• Security &
surveillance
• Retail visual
analytics
(heat map)
• Asset sizing &
recognition

Enhance existing infrastructure
with easy integration into your
current IP or CCTV camera

▪ Identification of persons,
vehicles, and several
other objects
▪ Facial recognition for real
time demographics
▪ Product inspection
to automate product
monitoring
▪ Video analytics at
the edge

Configuration
agent

Existing camera
infra

Edge compute hardware for
video/image processing

Cloud backend

Application layer suitable
for end user use-case

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
aastha.pandey@mobiliya.com
QuEST contact:
aastha.pandey@quest-global.com
More QuEST solutions at:
mobiliya.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Yanzhi Ali LinkVisual Nbox

The Yanzhi Ali LinkVisual Nbox is a video cloud platform that offers storage, forwarding
capabilities, and video AI functions on video streams.

Increase performance with high
stability and high concurrent
platform capability

Webcam
Edge media server

Enhance security with
video data transmission
channel encryption

Improve efficiencies with video
algorithm online labeling,
training, and configuration

Visual target/event global search/ monitoring and tracking

Surveillance video

Global hub
media station

LinkVisual
Cloud
Webcam
Edge media server

Decoder

Video
intelligence

Video data transmission
channel encryption

Surveillance video

Cloud connection for
video devices

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
jianmei.tang@intel.com
Yanzhi contact:
gth@rt-ics.com
More Yanzhi solutions at:
rt-ics.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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AAEON UP Squared AI Vision
Development Kit

AAEON UP Squared AI Vision Development Kit is a robust prototyping environment
enabling developers to quickly implement and deploy computer vision.

Get to work quickly with a preinstalled custom OS, the Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™
toolkit, and a USB HD camera

UP Squared Board

Design with scalability
using powerful Intel
processors and a
plug-in VPU

Cloud
Services

UP HD
Camera

UP AI Core

Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit &
System Studio

Expedite designs with ready
access to over 400 sensor
driver with both MRAA and
UPM library compatibility

▪ Detect, classify, and
recognize objects
▪ Integrate deep learning
inference with the Intel®
Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit
▪ Customize with optional
Wi-Fi and cellular module
add-ons
▪ Accelerate vision
detection and recognition

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
don.liu@intel.com
robert.kamp@intel.com
AAEON contact:
alingwu@aaeon.eu
More AAEON UP solutions at:
up-board.org/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Gorilla IVAR Analytics
Appliance, Powered
by BCDVideo
Gorilla IVAR Analytics Appliance, Powered by BCDVideo gives insight into business
and operations. Protect your business with event-based solutions that effectively
search and track people, vehicles, and objects. This kit can also detect suspicious events
and prevent loss and shrinkage.

Improve security with
the ability to detect
suspicious events with
behavior analysis and
facial recognition

Integrate easily with reliable
and scalable architecture that
works with most IP cameras or
existing surveillance system

Enhance insight into your
business with video analytics,
enabling you to easily conduct
real-time search and track
people, objects, and vehicles
Basic:
▪ Detect and send alerts
for intrusion
▪ Detect and alert repeat
offenders for apprehension
▪ Monitor multiple sites with
less personnel

Premium:
▪ Detect suspicious behavior
▪ Build watchlist based on the
suspicious activities
▪ Alert when there is a match
to watchlist
▪ Search, find, and track people,
vehicles and objects

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
kasia.l.hanson@intel.com
Gorilla contact:
winniekvinton@gorillatechnology.com
BCDVideo contact:
sales@bcdvideo.com

SecurityEcosystem@Honeywe
ll.com
More Gorilla solutions at:
gorillatechnology.com/Contact-Us

More BCDVideo solutions
at: bcdvideo.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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iBase AI Education Platform

The iBase AI Education Platform is a comprehensive AI deep learning and edge
computing solution for the education market. With the aid of facial recognition,
students’ behavior and class engagement become quantifiable data that can be used
to promote effective teaching in educational environments.

Strengthen the classroom
experience with enhanced insights
into student reactions to lesson
content and instructions

Concentrating
Raising
Hand

Improve student progress with
real-time data to identify
inattentive students

Distracted

▪ Behavior mode and
motion identification
such as writing, reading,
and raising hands
▪ Keypoints detection for
precise recognition of the
human skeleton
▪ 3D coordinates to
position students in
the room
▪ No limits to the number
of people detected

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
ashley.hsiao@intel.com
iBase contact:
winniekvinton@gorilla-technology.com
More iBase solutions at:
ibase.com.tw/index.php
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Honeywell MAXPRO VMS
and MAXPRO NVR

Honeywell MAXPRO VMS and MAXPRO NVR is an open, flexible, and scalable IP
video surveillance system that uses Honeywell cameras to provide high definition
IP recordings.

Develop more valuable
insights with improved
analytic recognition of
face detection

Local monitor

Improve video processing
performance by providing
faster processing of more
video through
Intel technology

USB

Maintain compliance with
technology that follows
data privacy guidelines
such as GDPR

Mobile devices

MAXPRO NVR PE

Internet

USB
Camera network
PoE switch
CATSe

CATSe

CATSe
CATSe

Router/
firewall

Client workstation
network switch

CATSe

CATSe

Encoder

CATSe
Honeywell and third-party IP
cameras and encoders

Intuitive
integration

CATSe

Wireless
router

Analog cameras

Simple and logical configuration
pages for easy set-up

Client workstation

Easy to use web clients
and mobile apps

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
gradey.caldwell@intel.com
Honeywell contact:
SecurityEcosystem@Honeywell.com
More Honeywell solutions at:
security.honeywell.com/All-Categories/video-systems
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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IEI Tank AIoT
Development Kit

IEI Tank AIoT Development Kit is a pre-configured, embedded computer platform
designed to increase the productivity of computer vision solutions and interface
systems for IoT solutions.

Ensure optimal performance to
analyze multiple HD video streams
and large amounts of sensor data

Help eliminate challenges in
determining package
dependencies
▪ Simplifies installation
with rich
▪ Powers add-on cards
through an on-board,
internal power connector
▪ Enables hardware
expansion with flexible
design
▪ Supports high
resolution with dual
independent display
▪ Enables portability and
scalability of software
through an abstraction layer

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
sherman.chen@intel.com
IEI contact:
wilsonwu@ieiworld.com
More IEI solutions at:
ieiworld.com/tank-aiot-development-kit/en/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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IoTech Open IoT
Commerce Platform
IoTech Open IoT Commerce Platform is an open solution for retail that combines an
IoT platform with integrated computer vision and multi application provisioning. The
solution supports local analytics and decision making, a range of retail use-cases, as
well as cloud-based application provisioning that simplifies application life-cycle
management in retail.

Simplify the connection and
management of data sources and
applications with a flexible, open solution

Ingest, normalize, aggregate, process,
and analyze device and sensor data
and respond to results in real-time

Edge IoT publisher
PIXEOM

PIXEOM

Containerized apps

Docker

Publish apps

Edge IoT Portal (Public/Private)

Manage Apps On
Premise

IoT edge platform
Edge
Xpert

IoT edge platform
Edge
Xpert

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit

Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit

Intel

Intel

HP MPg

Digital camera

RFID

Dell Optiplex XE3 & Precision 3930

Card reader

HVAC

Temperature

▪ Support local analytics
and decision making with
an edge IoT platform
▪ Enable a range of retail
use-cases with an
integrated digital camera
▪ Simplify applications lifecycle management in
retail with cloud-based
application provisioning
and orchestration

Lighting controller

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
kristen.call@intel.com
IoTech contact:
steve.jennis@iotechsys.com
More IoTech solutions at:
iotechsys.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Vehant TrafficMon
(Traffic Monitoring vSolution)
Vehant TrafficMon (Traffic Monitoring vSolution) is a video-based, AI and machine
learning-powered traffic enforcement and management solution. It offers violation
detection capabilities like red light jump, over speeding, no helmet riding, wrong lane
movement and various other traffic violations in real-time.

Improve safety by decreasing
road accidents and casualties
with real-time traffic
violation information

Enhance accuracy with a
complete evidence
capturing mechanism that
reviews violation and
evidence data

Increase safety staff efficiency
by providing pre-filled,
customized reports on
violations and integrating with
e-ticketing systems
▪ Real-time alerts for
red light and
speeding violations
▪ Reads up to 120 km/hr with
high accuracy

Traffic Light

▪ Leverages optical
character recognition
(OCR) for efficient
traffic management
▪ Works with non-lane
disciplined traffic

Overview
Camera
ANPR
Camera

▪ 24/7 operations

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
premchander.rao.t@intel.com
Vehant contact:
jatinb@vehant.com
More Vehant solutions at:
vehant.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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AxxonSoft Axxon Next
Video Surveillance
and Analytics Kit
The AxxonSoft Axxon Next Video Surveillance and Analytics Kit is an open-platform
enterprise level video management software solution that provides a wide variety of
video capabilities for any project, scale, and complexity with applications for safety and
security in diverse use cases to helps people to maintain secure conditions.

Improve situational
awareness with condensed
video synopsis and a
customizable forensic
search tool

Solve surveillance-related
tasks with a flexible GUI that
makes operators jobs’ quick
and easy

Cameras

Failover cluster

Meet future customer needs
through a solution compatible
with a variety of Intel®
Architecture and video
channels in the system

Failover cluster

Cameras
Web clients

Web clients
MustangMustabgMustangV100-MX8
V100-MX8

Mobile clients

NAS storage

Mobile clients

NAS storage

Desktop clients

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
Rfp.ready.kits@intel.com
AxxonSoft contact:
John_L_Bacon@Dell.com
More AxxonSoft solutions at:
www.axxonsoft.com/
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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tinyGO AI Edge Module Kit

The tinyGO AI Edge Module Kit packages together AI algorithms, software, and
hardware for computer vision solutions. This kit addresses issues commonly
experienced in security surveillance, including monitoring inefficiency, poor customer
experiences, and high costs.

Integrate easily with a
wide range of deep
learning visual
recognition algorithms

Increase solution
efficiency by processing
AI algorithms locally on
an edge module

Cloud Computing
Center

Local device interaction

Enable deep learning for
industrial and surveillance
applications with low power
consumption

▪ Software development kit
with various integrated
visual algorithms, including
face detection and face
recognition algorithms
▪ Local data processing and
parallel computing

Edge AI - Box

Switch/
Modem

▪ Industrial applications
include control, intelligent
retail, drones, and robotics

OR

Data Analytics
and Decision

▪ Security applications
include video surveillance

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
rfp.ready.kits@intel.com
TinyGO contact:
shawn.liu@tinygo.com
More TinyGo solutions at:
http://www.tinygo.com/index.php
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Arrow Electronics Balto
by Seneca with IVAR
The AI Appliance Balto by Seneca + IVAR™ combines the purpose-built video
surveillance Balto C3 workstation with the comprehensive video analytics solution,
IVAR. Balto by Seneca + IVAR is specifically designed with optimized features for
mission-critical video surveillance with added IoT security.

Improve operational
efficiency with
centralized management
of unmanned security
surveillance

Enhance security with
automatic detection of
suspicious events with
behavior analysis and
facial recognition

Protect digital assets and
security with network intrusion
trapping and malicious
network behavior alerts

▪ Detect, identify, and
recognize individuals,
objects, and behaviors

Centralized Management

Building

Metro

Traffic

Mall

▪ Utilize scalability of solution
based on specific needs
of customer
▪ Manage traffic and
transportation with
vehicle recognition

Analyze Video Feeds

▪ Integrate deep learning
inference with the Intel®
Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit

LEARN MORE
Intel contact:
willie.chow@intel.com
Arrow Electronics contact:
rducote@arrow.com
More Arrow Electronics solutions at:
Arrow.com
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Intel®
Distribution of
OpenVINO™
Toolkit related
solution briefs
and case studies
by vertical
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Manufacturing

ADLINK
Founded 1995, Taiwan
AI Engine Video Platform

ADLINK and Intel provide a turnkey video solution
for manufacturing operations.

Solution description

“ADLINK’s AI platforms can
speed up image processing,
computer vision, and deep
learning inferencing with
power efficiency not yet fully
recognized in the market. We
saw more than an 11x
increase in CPU performance
vs. without the intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™
toolkit. Even more compelling
is the 19x performance
increase we saw when we
added our own…mini-PCIe
accelerator card based on the
Intel® Vision Accelerator
Design.”1
– Edgar Chen, general
manager, Embedded
Platforms and Modules,
ADLINK Technology

Powered by Intel® architecture, ADLINK uses an AI engine to
assist in data analytics, detection, classification, and
prediction by optimizing the convergence of vision
capabilities, IoT, and AI based solutions for businesses.

Benefits
▪ Help prevent downtime through early detection and
warnings of anomalies, and better tracking
▪ Reduce costs from Automated Optical Inspection and
reduce errors in manufacturing resulting in fewer
defects, and a safer environment
▪ Simplify installation from a Single Source Platform for
manufacturers to save time, costs, and maximize
training time for employees

Technical features
High performance per watt per dollar
Field protocol control interfaces
Edge-to-cloud connectivity
Function expansion for image acquisition, I/O control
and motion control
▪ Cloud scalability for potential expansion
▪ Defect classification to improve quality control
▪ Provide real-time images and video streaming
▪
▪
▪
▪

For more information, visit: adlinktech.com
1. Intel-ADLINK Solution Brief, ADLINK and Touch Cloud Deliver AI Solutions Powered by Intel® Vision Products, 2018
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Darwin AI
Founded 2017, San Francisco, CA, USA
Business and AI Application

Darwin AI has developed technology used in
numerous industrial contexts including
autonomous vehicles, consumer electronics,
aerospace and military, security, and
financial services
Solution description

Case study
The situation: AI algorithms
are difficult to build, run, and
explain, which causes many
businesses to feel ill prepared
to handle AI.

The solution: DarwinAI
Generative Synthesis platform
uses explainable AI to reduce
complexity of designing deep
learning solutions with the
Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit
The result: End users
accelerate development,
reduce time to market, and
save money on validating
their neural network

DarwinAI Generative Synthesis platform brings transparency
to show how neural networks work and makes them run
better.

Benefits
▪ Accelerate development and reduce time
to market
▪ Speed up training and reduce validation costs
▪ Reduce the size and increase performance of neural
networks at the center of their
autonomous systems

Technical features
▪ Understand how a neural network is reaching its
decisions – important in both diagnostic and regulatory
contexts
▪ Accelerate deep learning development by
collaborating with AI during the design process
▪ Reduce computational requirements by generating
neural networks optimized by AI (particularly useful in
deploying deep learning
at the edge)

For more information, visit: www.darwinai.com
1. Intel – DarwinAI case study, DarwinAI Delivers Explainable AI Using OpenVINO Toolkit, 2019
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Digitate’s “ignio”
Founded 2015, Santa Clara, CA, USA
Business and IT Communication

Digitate, a software venture of Tata Consultancy
Services (TCS), offers ignio, a cognitive
automation product that uses AI to deliver
benefits to IT infrastructure in order to avoid IT
downtime.
Solution description

“ignio is an AI-based cognitive
automation software for the
enterprise and more than 100
large customers have already
embraced ignio as their
strategic AIOps platform. We
are delighted to collaborate
with Intel and their cuttingedge architecture in the
journey to transform
enterprise IT and business
operations.”
– Akhilesh Tripathi
Global Head, Digitate

Digitate’s ignio solution combines TCS’ contextual
knowledge of various industries and deep AI expertise with
Intel’s state-of-the-art AI product portfolio to help
organizations run enterprise IT more efficiently, improve
customer experiences, and increase the agility and stability
of IT

Benefits
▪ Maximize machine learning to build contextual
blueprints of enterprise within infrastructure
▪ Use explainable AI to bridge the data-related gaps,
inadequacies, and quality issues identified
▪ Combine AI, ML, and domain knowledge to perform
case, rule, and model-based reasoning for prediction
and fast, accurate root cause analysis
▪ Provide superior experience by integrating with
context-rich collaboration channels
▪ Close the loop between real-time predictions and
actions to prevent or resolve associated conditions in
IT and business operations

For more information, visit: www.digitate.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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H20.ai
Founded 2012, San Francisco, CA, USA
Business and AI Application

H20.ai develops software that makes AI
innovation simple, fast, and explainable while
enhancing total cost of ownership and IT
flexibility.
Solution description

Case study
The situation: H20.ai was
seeking to improve the trust
and efficiency between
businesses and AI technology.
The solution: Utilize Intel’s
optimized libraries,
frameworks, and hardware
infrastructure to improve
H20.ai’s software.
The result: H20.ai saw
improvement in software
performance speed and costeffectiveness through the
assistance of Intel technology.

H2O.ai’s software accelerates the tasks of training and
deploying trusted machine-learning models. Key
technologies include a proprietary machine-learning
solution that uses AI to automate AI, a fully open source
platform for AI development, and tools to integrate H20
algorithms with the capabilities of Apache Spark.

Benefits
▪ Streamline results and help organizations get to
market faster
▪ Implement AI without hiring a team of data scientists
▪ Build AI with confidence knowing how the algorithms
reach their results

Technical features
▪ Automate complex tasks, scale data science efforts,
and accomplish tasks in minutes using H2O
Driverless AI
▪ Support machine-learning algorithms with H2O
Open Source Platform
▪ Combine algorithms with the capabilities of Apache
Spark using H2O Sparkling Water

For more information, visit: www.h20.ai/
1. Intel – H20.ai solution brief, Accelerate AI Development with H20.ai on Intel Architecture, 2019
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Intel
Founded 2017, San Francisco, CA, USA
Health Care Imaging and Solutions

Intel helped develop Blue Scan Labs, a skin cancer
screening service that applies AI in real-time to
give fast skin cancer test results.

Solution description

“Intel provides both hardware
and software needs in
artificial intelligence, from
training to deployment. As a
startup, it's relatively
inexpensive to build up the
prototype. We used the Intel®
Movidius™ Software
Development Kit (SDK), which
proved extremely useful for
this project.”
– Peter Ma
Co-Founder, Blue Scan Labs

Blue Scan Labs created a skin cancer screening service
powered by artificial intelligence trained with Intel® AI
DevCloud. The system utilizes an extensive library of
images to identify what may be a more serious issue in
real-time. The Intel® Movidius™ Neural Compute Stick
allows Blue Scan Labs to conduct screening where no
internet access is immediately available.

Benefits
▪ Reduce health care costs by implementing
AI assistants to support doctors during
medical screenings
▪ Increase accessibility to professional medical advice
with image sharing capabilities
▪ Enable remote care with Intel® Movidius™ Neural
Compute Stick partnership

Technical features
▪ AI capabilities assist in cancer screening services
utilizing extensive image library
▪ Intel® Movidius™ Neural Compute Stick supports
screenings without internet access

For more information, visit http://www.bluescanlabs.com/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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NexCOBOT
Founded 1992, Taipei, Taiwan
Industrial Robotics and Automation

Case study
Situation: Detecting defects in
the LED manufacturing
process

NexCOBOT provides next generation
modular robotics.

Action: Installing smart
machinery end-to-end
solutions to simply
production lines combining
hardware
and software.

Solution description

Result: Saving extra coding
effort, results in high accuracy,
and repeatability leading
to increased
customer satisfaction
and productivity.

Benefits

NexCOBOT uses the insight of AI, the mobility of robotics,
and the capabilities of machine vision, to provide precision
and optimization for manufacturing and industrial
implementations.

▪ Develop a robot control system with an open modular
solution to fit specific requirements
▪ Reduce costs through next generation robotics
and improved customization
▪ Simplify and integrate with one single robot control
and AI platform

Technical features
▪
▪
▪
▪

Customizable for complex networks
Powered by Intel® Core™ i7 and Celeron® Processors
Ultra low power consumption
Works under varying environmental conditions

For more information, visit: nexcom.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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SenseNet
Founded 1995, Budapest, Hungary
AI and Robotics

SenseNet supports theoretical computational
neuroscientists for machine learning applications.

Solution description

“Vision [alone] is simply not
suited to the nature of the
problem: Grasping tasks are a
matter of contact and forces,
which cannot be monitored
by vision. At best, vision can
inform the robot about finger
configurations that are likely
to succeed, but in the end a
robot needs tactile
information.”
– Vincent Duchaine,
professor at École de
Technologie Supérieure (ÉTS)
in Montreal, Canada

Supports development of deep learning algorithms that
enable touch, as well as vision, create tremendous
opportunities for robotic applications.

Benefits
▪ Broaden robotics applications with algorithms that
enable touch and vision
▪ Support the next generation of robotics through deep
learning and increased automation and Enable
autonomous robotic independence through deep
reinforcement learning
▪ Expand robotic mapping through sensorimotor neural
systems and tactile feedback

Technical features
▪ Speed up bootstrap testing of new algorithms
▪ Use an open source research framework for training
using multi-core CPU processing
▪ Provide new opportunities to combine sensory input
with visual and image AI technologies
▪ Can be used as a “re-enforcement”
environment/testing with ease of implementation

For more information, visit sensenet.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Retail

Adobe Sensei
San Jose, California, 2019
Business and AI Application

Adobe gives everyone – from emerging artists to
global brands – everything they need to design
and deliver exceptional digital experiences.

Solution description

“Leveraging more than a
decade of experience in AI
and machine learning coupled
with out deep expertise
spanning the creation and
delivery of digital experiences,
Adobe Sensei blends the art
of human creativity with the
science of data. It helps
creators deliver smarter, more
efficient experiences faster –
handling mundane or time
consuming tasks to free them
to focus on what matters
most. Adobe Sensei powers
dozens of intelligent features
and capabilities across nearly
every Adobe solution, which
helps our customers and
partners streamline and
optimize their workflows.”
– Scott Prevost, Vice President
of Engineering, Adobe Sensei

Adobe Sensei technology powers the intelligence
spanning the entire Adobe solution portfolio. Within a
unified AI and machine learning framework, Adobe Sensei
improves digital experiences, providing faster searches,
predictive analytics, personalized operations, a wide range
of digital effects, and other enhancements.

Benefits
Incorporating Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
functionality into the Adobe Sensei on-device SDK
enabled:
▪ Trained AI models that are ready for deployment
across the full range of Intel-based hardware.
▪ Model optimizer that can fuse layers to reduce file size
and boost performance.

Technical features
▪ Add realistic colors to black-and-white images using
Colorize Photo
▪ Improve skin tone and diminish flaws with
Smooth Skin

For more information, visit www.adobe.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Advantech
Founded 1983, Taiwan
Dynamic Inventory Management

Case study: Real time
data helps retailers
“Advantech is launching
several solution-ready
packages for vertical markets,
including people counting,
heatmap analysis, facial
recognition, and loss
prevention. With the Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™
toolkit, we can easily process
real-time video recording and
transcoding, human detection
and counting, as well as
signage management.”
– MC Chiang, associate vice
president of Service-IoT,
Advantech

Advantech deploys hardware and software
solutions with Intel to drive retail sales.

Solution description
Advantech uses AI video analysis technology to detect
human activity enabling precise staff and product
allocation for businesses

Benefits
▪ Improve traffic counts with data analytics results for
precise staff allocation and merchandise adjustment
▪ Improve sales with better analysis on customer
behavior and traffic patterns
▪ Improve customer service experiences by
customizing service based on products and traffic

Technical features
▪ Access data on public or private cloud
▪ Provide near-real time data on customers and
inventory levels
▪ Operate on a broad range of networks with Intel®
Modivius™ VPUs
Monitor activity

Improve customer
experience

Drive sales

USHOP+

For more information, visit advantech.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Genetec
Founded 1997, Canada
Deep Learning Surveillance Solutions

$17B+ computer vision
overall market by 20231
79% of retailers will
invest in vision analytics
by 20212
“Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit enabled
us to run our deep learning
algorithms on Intel CPUs &
GPUs which is already
available to our customers,
broadening our market reach
and simplifying project
scoping.”
— Georges Tannous,
Strategic Alliances Director for
Genetec

Genetec provides surveillance, access control,
visitor counting, and visual recognitions into data
for organizations.

Solution description
Powered by Intel®, Genetec’s real time solutions help
protect, understand, and enhance the customer
experience for businesses.

Benefits
▪ Enable responsive real-time visual analytics by
driving compute at the edge and saving time
▪ Drive in-store traffic by maximizing marketing and
store layouts based on foot traffic patterns
▪ Improve inventory forecasting with long-term
insights for impactful operation decisions
▪ Solve challenges from intelligent
vision capabilities

Technical features
▪ StreamVault’s retail bundle is an end-to-end visual
analytics solution speeding up installation
▪ Incorporate highly accurate vision analytics
performance and compute efficiency
▪ Use existing security infrastructure with “Retail
Sense” to save time and capital expenditures
▪ Run deep learning algorithms on a broad range of
hardware platforms for simple deployment

For more information, visit: genetec.com
1. MarketsandMarkets, Computer Vision Market, 2017
2. Zebra, Reinventing Retail Study, 2017
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Mindtree
Founded 1999, U.S., India
Smart Video & Loss Prevention Solution

Video from high definition camera
overlooking the POS counter

Mindtree’s Smart Vision Analytics System
enhances security and reduces shrinkage with
Intel®.

Solution description
Time-synchronized POS

Prevent Loss
Situation: Detection
of products or
erratic behavior is hard
to identify
Task: Activity recognition
from customer making
“payments” collected and
analyzed immediately
Action: Alert on anomalous
behavior to staff or authorities
for action and loss prevention
Result: Loss from
theft avoided,
property secured

Mindtree allows store owners to reduce losses due to
perpetrators, by accessing AI and deep learning
capabilities at the edge in near real time while improving
workplace safety.

Benefits
▪ Take actions by quickly recognizing and sending
alerts within seconds of a suspicious event or theft
▪ Save time and costs by scaling and deploying at
multiple locations across your enterprise
▪ Save money through flexibility and customized
installation for various capabilities and multiple uses

Technical features
▪ Short deployment timeframe for installation and
deployment for retailers and businesses
▪ Immediate detection and activity recognition
(cash/card) at the point of sale
▪ Co-relation of POS data with video for inferencing
for ease of use
▪ Powered by Intel’s VPU leading to lower
costs per watt per dollar

For more information, visit: mindtree.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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NCSOFT
Founded 1997, Seoul, South Korea
Gaming and Entertainment

Enhance Animation
Situation: Intensive
computing power for largescale IK implementation
limited number of characters
using animation
simultaneously
Task: Develop new approach
to large-scale IK solutions
Action: Deploy deep neural
networks (DNN) with largescale IK solutions
Result: Enabled large-scale
implementation in a PC
environment for greater
number of characters using
animation simultaneously

NCSOFT’s Inverse Kinematics optimizes video
game performance with Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ Toolkit and Intel® Core™ i9
processors.
Solution description
NCSOFT expands inverse kinematics (IK) using deep neural
networks (DNN) to enhance animation capabilities that
create natural and reactive character motions in computer
graphics, animation, and video games.

Benefits
▪ Enhance animation capabilities by using DNN to
enable simultaneous character animations
▪ Save time by scaling and deploying pre-trained
network and lightweight DNNs for large-scale
IK solutions

Technical features
▪ Optimized DNN with Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit
▪ Powered by Intel’s CPU to complete inference tasks
with less impact on gaming performance

For more information, visit: www.ncsoft.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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QNAP
Founded 2011, Taipei, Taiwan
Edge Server

Retail Computing
The situation: Retail chains
want to add object
description-based smart
checkout systems into their
current cloud-native edge
services.
The solution: QuCPE
developed an edge serve with
CERA on Intel® that is capable
of building platforms with an
AI framework that meets the
needs of retail store
operators.

QNAP Systems Inc. leveraged converged edge
reference architecture (CERA) on Intel to develop
an edge server that stands as the foundation for
retail store platforms with an AI framework.
Solution description
QNAP’s developed a universal customer premises
equipment (uCPE) server utilizing CERA known as QuCPE.
CERA unifies and converges edge workloads into a single
platform, enabling IoT with 4G and 5G wireless
infrastructure. The QuCPE enables new, valuable use cases
for retailers with revolutionary video and analytics as well
as single server functionalities.

Benefits
▪ Leverage Open Network Edge Services Software
(OpenNESS) to enable easy deployment, access,
and management of edge services across platforms
▪ Supports Intel® QuickAssist Technology (QAT) for
heavy encryption and decryption needs
▪ Converge workloads and functionalities into a
single server

Technical features
▪ Object recognition tracks a shopper’s cart allowing
for automated checkout with integrated AI engines
▪ Face recognition VNF scan faces on surveillance
video, a camera, or uploaded video and quickly and
accurately compare them to profile photos in
database

To learn more or request a demo, please visit:
builders.intel.com/docs/networkbuilders/qnap-adopts-converged-edge-reference-architecture-for-retail.pdf
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Verbio
Founded 2006, Zorbig, Germany
Natural language processing

Case study
The situation: Customer
contact and calls centers
provide important services
and need to deliver better,
faster customer service while
improving operational
efficiency and
reducing costs.
The solution: Verbio’s speech
analytics software employs
advanced AI algorithms to
determine customers’
problems, needs, emotions,
and other actionable insights.
The result: The real time
virtual voice assistant
automates more than 60% of
total calls allowing operators
to handle more complex,
high-value customer service
tasks, while also ensuring
faster, high-quality service
solutions.

Verbio uses network edge servers based on
Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors with optimized
software to maximize performance and take
advantage of reduce latency.
Solution description
Verbio’s advanced speech analytics deployment provides
deep neural network speech recognition, natural language
understanding, and machine learning to provide more
accuracy and faster voice recognition performance for
customer call centers, real-time chatbot personal
assistants, and more.

Benefits
▪ Improve user voice identification performance
through workload scaling
▪ Optimize speech analytics performance through
Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors
▪ Enhance the customer experience with real-time
speech analytics

Technical features
▪ Leverages a large vocabulary for customer Q+As
▪ Offers intelligent agent routing
▪ Creates operational efficiency with the voice-bot
agent answering easy FAQs
▪ Engages in 100,000s of concurrent conversations

For more information, visit: www.verbio.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Vispera
Founded 2014, Istanbul, Turkey
Image-based data analytics

Case study
The situation: Customers
have high expectations for
finding the products they
want and retailers need a
turnkey, fixed-camera, shelfmonitoring solution to
orchestrate inventory
landscape in real-time.
The solution: Shelfsight by
Vispera maintains a complete
digital model of shelf content
with on-demand and
scheduled measurements to
ensure fast action to OOS and
planogram errors to meet the
needs of customers and
maximize sales.
The result: The power of deep
learning and computer vision
increased product availability
and planogram compliance by
up to 20%1.

Vispera Shelfsight is a smart inventory tracking
system that supports real-time shelf monitoring
to make inventory management faster and
more accurate.
Solution description
Using deep learning algorithms and pre-calibrated shelffacing cameras developed by Vispera and optimized with
Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO ™ toolkit and Intel
DevCloud for the Edge, Shelfsight gives retailers the power
to monitor shelves with an improved level of granularity,
speed, and accuracy vs. manual stock inspection.

Benefits
▪ Real-time out-of-stock (OOS) detection through
SKU level detection to avoid lost sales
▪ Improve planogram compliance based on six
months of solution data from supermarket retails to
increase multiple product categories
▪ Enable historical trend analysis using cloud
aggregation of historical data
▪ Monitor a brand’s shelf share by detecting % of
shelf space occupied

Technical features
▪ Customizable measurement with reporting and
analytics to inform retail decisions
▪ Benchmark image recognition that perform on par
with GPUs with lower total cost of ownership
▪ Two mode measurement system: scheduled and ondemand
To learn more please see: Vispera Solution Brief
1. Based on Vispera’s internal study.
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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WonderStore Brand Detector
Founded 2014, Istanbul, Turkey
Image-based data analytics

16% improvement in
shop-window conversion
for existing customers1
“Intel DevCloud for the Edge
allows us to choose our
hardware configuration to
optimize training, enabling us
to create vertical CV models
for each customer’s needs.”
– Reinier van Kleij, CTO,
WonderStore

The WonderStore Brand Detector trains models
with data sets to identify the brand of clothing
worn in-store by customers to understand
shopper habits for future personalized marketing
and experiences.
Solution description
WonderStore allows retailers to collect data and gain
deeper insights about their customers, increasing loyalty
and customer satisfaction using the Intel ® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit and Intel ® DevCloud for the Edge. The
Brand Detector helps improve the quality and
performance of brand recognition.

Benefits
▪ Increase window conversion rates by aggregating
data helping retailers better understand which
customers are looking at their window displays
▪ Optimize personnel management by using
actionable insights about store traffic flows
▪ Personalize customer interactions by using vistor
segmentation and real-time KPIs and analytics to
send relevant messages to drive mazimum sales
▪ Provide omnichannel experiences by leveraging
customer data to enhance marketing efforts.

Technical features
Intel ® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit enables:
▪ Brand Detecting models
▪ Transition of CPU-based algorithms to
GPU-based for more cost effective Intel® HD Graphics

To learn more please see: WonderStore Solution Brief
1. Source: Internal WonderStore performance data.
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Updated

XSplit Vcam
Founded 2009, Kowloon, Hong Kong
Gaming and Entertainment

Case study
The situation: Broadcasting
gamers that feature a webcam
in their streams often prefer
to opt for complete
background removal, but find
it can sometime effect their
gaming experience.

XSplit Vcam enhances streaming performance
for gamers with real-time background removal
using the power of Intel® Graphics Technology.

The solution: XSplit Vcam
developed advanced-quality
video background removal on
Intel integrated GPU.

XSplit Vcam ensures seamless gameplay for streamers
with Intel® Core™ processors and integrated graphics
processing camera frames in real-time and performing
background removal, placement, or blur. XSplit removes
the need for a green screen to support gamers, content
creators, and various other video streamers.

The result: Users looking to
stream or record their
gameplay can use XSplit
VCam to improve stream
production quality with
minimized impact on their
frames per second.

Solution description

Benefits
▪ Improve stream production quality with minimized
impact on frames per second
▪ Process camera frames in real-time on the integrated
GPU for background removal, replacement, or blur

Technical features
▪ Process camera frames in real-time and perform
background removal, replacement, or blur on the
Intel® integrated GPU.
▪ Give your webcam a DSLR or Portrait Mode style
effect with an adjustable blur slider.

To learn more please see: www.xsplit.com

Intel Statement on Product Usage: Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Health & Life Sciences

ADLINK and LEDA Technology Use AI
to Innovate Contact Lens Inspection
Taiwan
Healthcare and Wellness

LEDA Technology and ADLINK’s AI machine
vision technology with Intel optimization enables
the contact lens inspection process to be
streamlined and efficient.
Solution description

“The ADLINK AI contact lens
inspection solution, based on
well-validated, cost-effective
Intel hardware and optimized
with the Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit, offers
contact lens manufacturers a
reliable all-defect inspection
solution with 95 percent
accuracy.”1

– Tim Juan, Senior Director,
ADLINK Smart Factory
Business Center

ADLINK and LEDA Technology created a smart manufacturing
solution to accelerate contact lens inspection and production by
leveraging Intel capabilities. Together this solution powers stateof-the-art machine vision for inspection of transparent materials
in the healthcare industry.

Benefits
▪ Improve cloud connectivity for fast connection to other
equipment
▪ Leverage built-in industrial Gigabit
Ethernet camera interface for fast connection via the cloud
▪ Increase overall equipment efficiency through improved
image capture quality
▪ Ensure improved image and video quality from
GbE cameras

Technical features
▪ Balanced workload to optimize the AI vision system for
maximum efficiency and full system utilization
▪ Automated machine vision through the AI optimizing
inspection processes and IoT connectivit

To learn more please visit: ADLINK + LEDA Solution Brief and www.leda-creative.com
1. Compared to manual inspection. Results based on internal
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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GE Healthcare
Founded 1892, New York, USA
Health Care Imaging and Solutions

Optimized Models exceed
GE inferencing goals1

GE Healthcare uses AI to improve diagnostic
scanning and healthcare workflows for better care.

▪ 14x faster
▪ 5.9x above target
Solution description

“We think using multipurpose processors along
with Intel-optimized
frameworks and software
tools from Intel can offer a
cost-effective way to leverage
AI in medical imaging in new
and meaningful ways.”
– David Chevalier
Principal Engineer,
GE Healthcare

GE Healthcare improves the quality of healthcare through
better imaging quality and faster
clinical workflow.

Benefits
▪ Provides scalability with high performance for deep
learning without high costs and expenses
▪ Utilize a diverse network of frameworks and training
platforms for ease of use and deployment
▪ Improve medical imaging quality and workflows to
benefit individual patient care and treatments

Technical features
▪ Ability to combine multiple algorithms as an
“inference engine”
▪ Includes Intel® Math Kernel Library for deep neural
networks for direct optimization
▪ Optimize full data workflow from edge to cloud

Al-Enhanced CT
Imaging using
Intel’ Distribution
of OpenVlNO™
Toolkit
For more information, visit: www.gehealthcare.com
1. Intel – GE Healthcare white paper, Intel Software Development Tools Optimization Deep Learning for
Healthcare Imaging, 2019
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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GE Healthcare
Founded 1892, New York, USA
Health Care Imaging and Solutions

GE Healthcare helps improve outcomes for
healthcare providers and for therapy innovators
around the world. It aims to support its customers
in the pursuit of precision health: health care that
is integrated, highly personalized to each patient’s
needs, and that reduces waste and inefficiency.
Solution description

Case study
The situation: In busy
hospitals where quality of
care is a priority, doctors need
to get left ventricle outflow
tract velocity time integral
results quickly.
The solution: Using Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™
toolkit, GE Healthcare
optimized Venue, its portable
ultrasound solution.

GE Healthcare provides medical diagnostic and monitoring
technologies, including the Venue family of point-of-care
ultrasound systems. The company spotted an opportunity
to use deep learning during algorithm development to
create a solution that helps doctors position the doppler
gate automatically, making measurements easier
to take.

Technical features
▪ Trained a deep learning model using the Keras neural
network library using a set of ultrasound images with
data for the correct location of the doppler gate
▪ Collaborated with Intel to run a proof of
concept based on the Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit

The result: Using the newly
optimized solution, GE
Healthcare will make it much
easier for doctors to measure
blood flow in the heart.

For more information, visit: www.gehealthcare.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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GE Healthcare
Founded 1892, New York, USA
Health Care Imaging and Solutions

GE Healthcare helps to improve outcomes for
healthcare providers and for therapy innovators
around the world. It aims to support its customers
in the pursuit of precision health: health care that
is integrated, highly personalized to each patient’s
needs, and that reduces waste and inefficiency.
Solution description

Case study
The situation: X-ray scanners
flood radiology departments
with data, resulting in a long
turn-around-time.
The solution: By applying
Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit, GE
Healthcare’s Critical Care
Suite pneumothorax
detection performance can be
improved.
The result: GE Healthcare
found that optimizations by
Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit improved
performance across all deep
learning models.

GE Healthcare’s Critical Care Suite software is designed to
help clinical teams identify cases with potential
pneumothorax at point of care to enable prioritization
of image review.

Benefits
▪ Increase speed of pneumothorax detections to
expedite findings
▪ Improve time-to-result for pneumothorax detection to
reduce the anxious waiting periods for patients
▪ Transform imaging workflows with optimized deep
learning algorithms

Technical features
Accelerate pneumothorax detections though GE’s
innovative deep learning-based X-ray image analysis
optimized through Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit

For more information, visit: www.gehealthcare.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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GWELL Medical
Technology Co. Ltd.
People’s Republic of China
Healthcare and Wellness

Case study
The situation: Shanghai’s
Children’s Hospital needed to
automate the distribution of
medicine and enable nurses
to spend more time with
patients.
The solution: By deploying
eight GWELL robots, nurses in
the hospital were able to
assign logistics and delivery
tasks to robots and save
valuable time everyday.

The result: Medicine
transportation has become
completely and nurses have
more time to take care of
patients.

Founded in Shanghai in 2014, GWELL Medical
Technology Co. Ltd. Is a leader in the field of
physical service robotics. GWELL specializes in
robotics and machine vision solutions to provide
patients with a more intimate, and safe hospital
experience.
Solution description
The GWELL Smart Ward Solution is a high-tech medical
robot that uses leading technologies to transport medical
materials across hospitals to important locations like
operating rooms and nursing stations. By automating
logistics, the robot improves patient care by allowing
medical professionals to focus their attention on the needs
of patients.

Benefits
▪ Automate distribution of medicine, lab specimens,
and other sensitive materials so that patients can have
access to the resources they need and so health care
professionals can spend more time with patients.
▪ Reduce nurse workloads by letting the GWELL solution
handle delivery tasks, allowing nurses and other staff to
focus on high-level
▪ Increase access to materials with a robotics solution
that can operate without distracting humans in
sensitive locations such as operating rooms.

For more information, visit: http://www.gwell.tech/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Hisense Medical
China, 2019
Healthcare Imaging and Solutions

“We performed as many as
200 precision segmentectomy
operations in 2018, and at
least 20 to 30 such operations
every month in the second
half of 2019. During these
operations, Hisense Medical
CAS system demonstrated it’s
convenient and practical
advantages, helped us with
preoperative planning and
intraoperative real-time
guidance with an adjustable
user interface at any time.”
– Dr. Zhongmin Peng,
Director of Thoracic Surgery
Department
East Campus, Shangdong
Provincial Hospital

Hisense Medical accelerates 3D neural network
prediction in its Medical Computer-assisted
Surgery System (CAS) for pulmonary surgeries.

Solution description
Hisense Medical and Intel® have jointly optimized the
algorithms for AI segmentation and reconstruction of
pulmonary CT, greatly reducing the deployment costs and
enhancing the CAS system flexibility for pulmonary surgery.
system flexibility for pulmonary surgery.

Benefits
▪ Reduce complications and improve surgical efficiency
with a deep neural network
▪ Enhance the CAS system flexibility for
pulmonary surgery

For more information, visit: www.medical.hisense.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Hitachi
Founded 1910, Japan
Healthcare AI

Hitachi is improving healthcare quality through
intelligence at the edge by leveraging highperformance Intel® AI technologies.

Solution description

“Because developers can
quickly evaluate the
performance of their
applications in multiple edge
computing systems by using
Intel® DevCloud for the Edge,
they can not only shorten the
inspection time to go to
market, they can also expect
tremendous benefits in terms
of investment and
maintenance in verification
equipment.”
– Tomohiro Nagao,
Senior Manager, Solution
Business Division, Diagnostic
Systems Division, Hitachi, LTD.,
Healthcare Business Unit

Leveraging Intel® DevCloud for the Edge and Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit, Hitchai is improving
healthcare quality with AI and cloud-based capabilities.
Hitachi supports innovation and faster time-to-market for
imaging solutions.

Benefits
▪ Leverage flexible software development environment
for deep learning inference
▪ Enable scalability and performance with information
to prepare hardware systems
▪ Deploy AI to accelerate development time and target
smoother integration

Technical features
▪ Pre-integrated in select Intel®-based offerings
▪ Cloud-hosted sandbox by the Intel® DevCloud for the
Edge accelerates prototyping and testing
▪ GPU algorithms moved to Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit

To learn more, please visit: hitachi.com and software.intel.com/en-us/devcloud
Explore the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit at software.intel.com/en-us/openvino-toolkit
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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HOOBOX Robotics
Founded 2016, Sao Paulo
Healthcare AI

HOOBOX Robotics develops facial recognition
technology specifically for the healthcare market
and for individuals who are movement-limited.

Solution description

“Together, Intel AI
technologies and the Intel
AI Builders program
transform prototype
algorithms into
production-ready
optimized solutions that
solve large-scale, realworld problems. This is a
game-changing
opportunity for AI
startups and the AI
community at large.”
– HOOBOX CEO
Paulo Pinheiro

The HOOBOX Wheelie is a wheelchair kit that allows
people to drive their wheelchair using
facial expressions.

Benefits
▪ Enhance independent mobility for spinal cord
injury patients.
▪ Restore self-esteem for individuals who seek
autonomous movement.
▪ Deploy quickly with out-of-the-box installation on
any motorized wheelchair

Technical features
▪ Detect 11 different facial expressions, such as a kiss,
smile, frown, or surprise and translate them into
motorized wheelchair controls using an Intel®
RealSense™ camera and specialized AI algorithms
▪ Capture and interpret facial expressions by
algorithms run on a small Intel® NUC Mini PC
mounted on the chair
▪ Accelerate AI with the migration from classical
machine learning to the Intel® Distribution
OpenVINO™ toolkit

For more information, visit: www.hoobox.one

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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IEI x QNAP
Founded 2004, Taiwan
Improving patient care through AI

QNAP and IEI help healthcare researchers
challenged by enormous data and imaging that
requires power, storage, and network resources.

Solution description

Case study
The situation: The
degeneration of the
macula, central part
of the retina, ages
and leads to impaired
vision and blindness
The problem: Results
from imaging can take
weeks delaying treatment
The solution: The QuAI
team used QNAP to
improve image
recognition for faster
diagnosis and eventual
treatment helping to
save eyesight

QNAP offers data scientists, medical researchers a quick to
deploy vision system in collaboration with a deep learning
kit to manage data at hospitals.

Benefits
▪ Efficient – No need to transfer the large data sets from
the NAS to the server for deep learning to save time
▪ Streamlined – Seamless integration between hardware
and software components
▪ Easy to use – being using with one click, without the
need to install any library or drivers
▪ Lower TCO – Optimize solution management to get the
highest level of control and performance available in
the solution design specification

Technical features
▪ Provide a scalable data management system for clinics
and hospitals that is quick to deploy
▪ Incorporate QNAP NAS, Intel Xeon Processors
▪ Use Intel Vision Accelerator Design products for
power efficient deep neural network for fast and
accurate analytics

For more information, visit: : qnap.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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Intel Success Story –
Clean Water AI
Published on March 22, 2018
Healthcare and Wellness

The Clean Water AI Project utilizes AI with the
support of Intel® to detect harmful waterborne
bacteria to decrease infections caused by unsafe
drinking water.
Solution description

Case study
The situation: Obtaining
clean water is a critical
problem for much of the
world’s population and to
test and confirm a clean
water source typically
requires expensive test
equipment.
The solution: Intel®
developed an effective
system for identifying
bacteria using pattern
recognition and machine
learning with AI
techniques.
The result: The
confidence level for
testing is above 95%
assessing clean water
compared to
contaminated water.1
1.

The Clearn Water AI Project evaluates the purity of water
sources with an effective system that identifies bacteria
using pattern recognition and machine learning. This
project created an affordable and accessible water purity
test system to detect bacteria in the water supply.

Benefits
▪ Reduce costs of water purity testing with AI
▪ Increase accuracy of water contamination testing
using a digital microscope connected to Ubuntu OS
and the Intel® Movidius™ Neural Compute stick
▪ Increase accessibility of testing and confirming
clean water sources with affordable testing
equipment and an automated analysis of results

Technical features
▪ Intel® Movidius™ Neural Compute stick running
machine learning and AI in real-time
▪ Modestly equipped computer running the Ubuntu
operating system

For more information, read the full Clean Water Artificial Intelligence Success Story

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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LEPU Medical
China
Health Care Imaging and Solutions

LEPU Medical is a leading medical company that
focuses on the research and design of crucial
healthcare technologies such as
electrocardiogram (ECG) interpretations.
Solution description

Case study
The situation: ECG tests
detect cardiovascular
diseases but are timeconsuming and can
become inaccurate.

The solution: LEPU
Medical conducted test
trials of the Carewell ECG
network in regional
hospitals.
The result: “This
workstation design
configuration delivers a
compatible performance
at a lower cost compared
with a previous design
using an external graphics
card.” – Mr. Liu Chang,
the head of AI R&D at
LEPU Medical

LEPU’s Carewell OmniECG with AI capabilities analyzes raw
ECG data collected from standard 12-lead resting ECG and
provides a broad range of clinical interpretations

Benefits
▪ Reduce costs through streamlined physician
diagnostic workflows
▪ Increase accuracy of diagnoses with deep learningbased models to enable efficient ECG interpretation
▪ Improve patient outcomes by providing physicians
with more AI-based medical data

Technical features
▪ Provides synchronous automatic interpretation of
multi-lead raw ECG data
▪ Executes common image recognition, semantic
segmentation, and object detection networks for
medical imaging workloads like ECG

For more information, visit: www.lepumedical.com

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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MaxQ AI

Israel
Health Care Imaging and Solutions

Case study
The situation: Detecting
intracranial hemorrhages
(ICH) is time-consuming
and difficult during highpressure ER situations.
The solution: MaxQ AI
utilizes Intel’s ACCIPIO lx
technology to improve
speed and accuracy of
ICH detection.

The result: Through the
use of Intel® optimized AI
technology, MaxQ AI
delivered 3.7x faster
performance in
identifying and
diagnosing ICH cases.

MaxQ AI is at the forefront of applying artificial
intelligence technology to the healthcare sector to
improve physician workflow and help save lives.
Solution description
The MaxQ AI ACCIPIO platform provides an ecosystem for
enhanced patient care by providing automatic
identification and detection of suspected ICH (intracranial
hemorrhage) cases

Benefits
▪ Trusted results: The MaxQ AI ACCIPIO provides
highly accurate auto-processing of CT images using
AI for identification, escalation, and prioritization of
suspected ICH
▪ Powerful simplicity: This solution auto-processes a
near real-time case level signal and returns a
summary report of a suspected ICH
▪ AbsoluteZero: Zero clicks to ACCIPIO results. Zero
need to leave workflow. Zero stored PHI. Zero
change to original series. Zero onsite IT integration
required. Seamless from the start

SUSPECTED
ACUTE ICH FOUND

High Priority
Suspected
Stroke

PRIORITIZE

ACCELERATE

ANNOTATE

SYSTEM WITH
INTEGRATED ACCIPIO Ax*

For more information, visit: www.maxq.ai
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Philips
Founded in 1891, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Medical Imaging Solutions

Bone-age prediction
model: 188x increase in
images per second1

Philips teams up with Intel to help doctors
analyze medical images for better patient
outcomes.
Solution description

Lung segmentation
model: 38x increase in
images per second1

Philips Healthcare imaging provides substantial speed
improvement by utilizing AI to help identify anomalies in
medical images earlier, faster, and at a lower cost for
hospitals, clinics, and patients.

Case study

Benefits

Situation: X-ray of human
bones help identify
medical conditions that
lead to bone loss

▪ Process images efficiently without slowing down
radiologists’ workflows thus saving time
▪ Increase accuracy of diagnostics for patients by
reducing errors related to poor image quality
▪ Use AI object detection and segmentation helping
radiologists increase patient flows and treatments

The problem: Images are
often in high resolution,
difficult to analyze,
slowing and reducing
patient care

Technical features

The solution: Philips uses
AI to scale down images
without quality loss while
accurately identifying
issues that may lead to
future medical treatment
for a faster, and more
economical patient care

▪ Ability to scale down high resolution images
while preserving bio markers leading to more
accurate results
▪ Use of Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit
speeds deep learning model development from
training to inference execution.
▪ The AI model optimizer helps node merging, BN
elimination, constant folding, and horizontal fusions
in preparation for the inference engine

For more information, visit: usa.philips.com
1. Intel Case Study, Perform AI-Driven Medical Imaging Efficiently and Cost-Effectively on Intel® CPU–Based Systems, 2018
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
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QuEST Global
Founded 1997, New York, USA
Health Care Imaging and Solutions

QuEST Global develops AI solutions for the
medical domain, especially in tumor detection.

Solution description

Case study
The situation: Scanning
individual chest CT slices
for cancerous tumors is
challenging and
repetitive.

The solution: QuEST
Global developed a deep
learning solution for early
detection of lung cancer
based on CT images.
The result: The QuEST
team optimized the
model with the Intel®
Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit
and were impressed
with the performance
optimizations.

QuEST Global has developed a deep learning model for
lung nodule detection that offers low false positive rates,
high sensitivity, and precision. QuEST has ported this
trained model using the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™
toolkit for improved performance on Intel® processorbased platforms.

Benefits
▪ Eliminate unnecessary testing in cases where a
tumor is benign.
▪ Reduce anxiety in patients who’s initial CT scan
would have come back as positive
▪ Improve accuracy of lung tumor diagnoses and
nodule detection

Technical features
▪ Use fully convolutional neural networks that learn
features for nodule detection, replacing the
traditional method of handcrafting features such as
geometric shape or texture
▪ Enhance performance using the Intel® Distribution
of OpenVINO™ toolkit’s model optimizer

For more information, visit: www.quest-global.com
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Siemens Healthineers
United States
Health Care Imaging and Solutions

Case study
The situation: To
extract quantitative
measurements from CMR
images, cardiologists
typically use manual tools
that are error prone.
The solution: Siemens
used 2nd Generation Intel®
Xeon® Scalable
processors to optimize
the Healthineers hear
chamber detection and
quantification model.
The result: The model
automated laborintensive manual
segmentation processes,
accelerating time
to results.

Siemens Healthineers is a cloud-based
environment that aggregates all kinds of health
data and offers a broad range of analytics
applications. The platform provides an open and
secured environment for digitizing healthcare,
fostering innovation, and collaborating across the
healthcare care continuum.
Solution description
Siemens Healthineers conducts near real-time analytics at
the edge and enables healthcare providers to share data
with other institutions and analyze that data with third
party solution providers

Benefits
▪ Expand precision medicine by improving
diagnostic accuracy
▪ Transform care delivery by optimizing
clinical operations
▪ Improve patient experiences by enhancing the
diagnostic process

For more information, visit: www.siemens-healthineers.com
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Transportation

GeoVision
Founded in Taiwan in 1998
Comprehensive video management solution (GV-VMS)

GeoVision gained a 24x deep learning algorithm
performance boost using Intel® System Studio and
the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit.1
Solution description

GeoVision worked closely
with Intel to optimize the
performance of the
GV-VMS solution Intel®
System Studio

The GV-VMS comprehensive video management system
includes manufacturing professional-grade digital video
recorders (DVR) and network video recorder (NVR)
systems, IP cameras, and an in-house video
management software.

Performance improvements

“Using the Intel® Math Kernel
Library helps speed up the
performance of our deep
learning algorithm and
makes it possible for us to
get real-time results on the
inference side.

▪ Using a variety of Intel tools, the GV-VMS solution went
from processing 600 milliseconds per face to 29
milliseconds per face1
▪ By adopting Intel MKL to replace BLAS*, GV-VMS
gained another 10x performance increase for its deeplearning based facial recognition algorithm1

The result has been an
impressive 24x performance
gain for its deep learning
algorithm, which translates to
a huge efficiency advantage
for GeoVision’s customers.”1

Selected Intel tools

- YC Wang,
VP & CTO
of GeoVision Software
Development

Part of the Intel® System Studio, GeoVision optimized
critical development tasks by using:
▪ Intel® C++ Compiler - a standards-based tool to speed
application performance
▪ Intel® VTune™ Amplifier - a performance profiler that
helps developers create faster code, with accurate data
and low overhead
▪ Intel® Math Kernel Library (Intel® MKL) – A code
optimizer for future generations of processors

For more information, visit : geovision.com.tw/
1. Intel Case Study, Digital Surveillance Technology Manufacturing, 2018
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Gorilla Technology
Founded in 2001 in Taipei
Gorilla Intelligent Video Analytics Recorder

Gorilla Technology used the Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit to achieve a 50% increase in
CPU performance.
Solution description

Case study - Railways
The problem: A nationwide
rail network was seeking
better commuter services and
improved station security
The solution: Integrated with
IoT sensors, the Gorilla IVAR™
edge system was deployed to
monitor 300 train stations
The results: The railway
administration has
experienced a 90% decrease
in response time. Plus,
incidents and complaint rates
have dropped by 70%1

The Gorilla IVAR™ solution delivers real-time intelligent
video analytics to extract business and operational
insights across all facilities to a single dashboard enabling
users to improve facility security and business operations.

Benefits
▪ Accelerate response time by increasing situational
awareness and detecting suspicious events quickly
▪ Heighten operational performance by reducing human
error, centralizing facility management, and optimizing
monitoring functions
▪ Maximize asset value by using existing video
surveillance systems and scaling with reliable
server/edge architecture

Technical features
▪
▪
▪
▪

Monitor and search suspicious activities
Regulate registered vehicles and restricted areas
Enable real-time video analysis alarms
Configure security parameters and centralize
camera feeds

For more information, visit : anyvision.co/
1. Intel-Gorilla Technology Case Study, Deep Learning Video Analytics, 2019
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Intelligent Security Systems
(ISS)
Founded in 1996 in United States
SecurOS Smart Video Management Solution

Intel’s robust portfolio of vision products helps
ISS deliver advanced visual deep learning
neural networks.
Solution description

Transportation
SecureOS VMS can integrate
with existing traffic cameras
to analyze vehicle and
pedestrian behavior.

Intelligent Security System’s SecurOS is a wide-ranging
suite of Video Management Systems (VMS) offerings for
on-premise and cloud-based video analytics. SecurOS can
integrate with legacy systems and is designed to scale
with customers as their deployments and surveillance
needs grow.

Benefits

Camera’s running SecureOS
transportation solutions on
city streets can send data
that can be matched against
law enforcement databases to
recognize license plates
and pedestrians to detect
traffic violations

▪ Integrate with legacy systems to scale on
existing hardware
▪ Improve safety and security through the
number/character and vehicle/pedestrian
behavior recognition
▪ Scale to capture and analyze vast amounts of visual
data with high levels of accuracy

SecureOS cargo module
provides security and
automates logistics of ports.

Technical features
▪ Distinguish numbers and letters to recognize license
plate information in all weather conditions
▪ Detect complex traffic violations by monitoring
multiple vehicles and pedestrian behavior
▪ Report hazardous driving automatically
▪ Capture and analyze traffic statistical data
▪ Identify railway vehicles using character number
recognition and analytics

For more information, visit : issivs.com/
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Viso.ai
Switzerland
Accident Avoidance Kit for Delivery Logistics

Visio.ai supports delivery logistics through an
accident avoidance kit support by AI technologies
by Intel.
Solution description

“This project is a proof-point
that our strategy of enabling
AI on edge devices works in
practice. By using the Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™
toolkit and Intel® Vision
Accelerator Solutions, Viso.io
is able to take video streams,
analyze them in a deeplearning model and draw
insights in real time at the
edge, which result in real
business impact for the end
customer.”1
Arkadiusz Hruszowiec,
Intel Business
Development Manager

Visio.ai Accident Avoidance Kit for Delivery Logistics
provides a vision-based solution, based on the visio.ai
platform and powered by Intel® AI technologies. The kit
uses optical sensors around delivery vans to connect the
vehicles with the environment, and thereby automate
last-mile delivery processes.

Benefits
▪ Prevent vehicular accidents with a 360° view of the
delivery van without any blind spots
▪ Improve safety against hitting pedestrians with a
deep learning model
▪ Prevent theft with an automated system that
detects anomalies around the van and starts
recording automatically

Technical features
▪ AI computing performance with small form factor
▪ Vibration-proof hardware for stop-andstart activity
▪ Object detection on three input camera streams in
real-time at low electrical power consumption

For more information, visit : https://viso.ai/
1. How Deep Learning with Visuals is Transforming Delivery Logistics, Intel AI Builders
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Videonetics
India
Intelligent Video Management Software

Case study
The situation: The
Government of Andhra
Pradesh needed a system
to monitor statewide incident
and perform traffic
management for its
24 districts.
The solution: The Videonetics
system is controlled from a
single state command center
with 24 district command
centers responsible for
maintaining over 20,000
cameras in the state.
The result: This enabled
government officials to
streamline their video
management and obtain
actionable insights
throughout the region.

Videonetics is an industry leader, delivering superior video
management and analysis capabilities with a scalable and
adaptive design. Combined with powerful and efficient
Intel® processors, the Videonetics solution can operate
and excel with confidence across world markets

Solution description
Videonetics Intelligent Video Management Software,
powered by Intel®, is a video management solution based
on a unified, monolithic architectural framework. This
solution features a variety of fully-integrated tools to
capture and process an array of video and audio data over
IP networks in a highly-efficient manner.

Benefits
▪ Streamline video management with a simple and
intuitive GUI that can support thousands of cameras
and heterogeneous storage devices spanning
multiple sites
▪ Leverage AI deep learning with integrated object
classification and identification, crowd and traffic
monitoring, perimeter protection, and urban analytics
▪ Scale across multiple verticals with a unified,
monolithic system architecture using the same
video management software framework across
diverse environments

For more information, visit : Videonetics
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Safety & Security

AnyVision
Founded in 2015, Israel
Edge mini-box appliance

100,000+
Empowered By
AnyVision AI

Retail use case:
The mini-box appliance is
targeted at small and
medium-sized retailers
The solution supplies retailers
with information collected
from in-store heat maps, gaze
estimation, customer
demography, VIP recognition,
people counting, and
employee monitoring
Retailers can then use this
information to analyze
customer preferences and
developing a targeted
approach to increase sales as
well as leverage the insights
to alert store personnel to
risks of theft in almost
real-time

AnyVision and Intel enhance AI capabilities at the
edge, while reducing cloud processing and
hosting costs.
Solution description
AnyVision uses their 20+ years of academic research and
field experience to create proprietary deep learning
software, optimized by the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™
toolkit, and state-of-the-art edge mini-box appliances.

Benefits
▪ Make decisions faster by accurately running and
analyzing several extensive streams of data
simultaneously at the edge in real-time
▪ Reduce hosting costs with a cheaper alternative to the
cloud or heavy on-premise servers that can be used
with any cameras or edge devices
▪ Reach customers under data privacy guidelines with
an assortment of GDPR compliant products

Technical features
▪ Plug-and-play installation
▪ Run lightweight and fast algorithms and neural
networks for object identification and facial recognition
without latency
▪ Design for any angle camera in any
light condition

For more information, visit : anyvision.co/
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AxxonSoft
Founded in 2003, United States
Axxon Intellect Enterprise PSIM Software

AXXONSOFT AT THE
2018 FIFA WORLD CUP1:
▪ 10 STADIUMS
▪ 49 MATCHES
▪ 2 MILLION
▪ SPECTATORS
▪ 9000+ CAMERAS
Case study
The situation: Russian World
Cup organizers needed a way
to handle massive amounts of
data and efficiently perform
safety and security services at
scale
The solution: Powered by
Intel, 9,000 Intellect
PSIM-powered video cameras
were deployed with Auto
Intellect and Face Intellect
software
The result: World Cup
administrators protected
2 million spectators by
monitored 390 video
channels from a central
monitoring station

Powered by Intel® Vision Products, AxxonSoft
helps customers attain a higher level of security
than ever before.
Solution description
Axxon’s Intellect Enterprise Physical Security Information
Management (PSIM) software combines built-in intelligent
video and audio analytics, universal IP connectivity, and
event-driven automation capabilities in a
single environment.

Benefits
▪ Improve on-premise security with fast, automatic
responses to any security situation
▪ Simplify deployment and scale through universal
integration to legacy or new applications, systems
and devices
▪ Ensure surveillance reliability with proven deployments
of tens of thousands of cameras on one network and in
difficult conditions

Technical features
▪ Identify events that match user criteria and trigger
specific system actions
▪ Find archived videos that match a given criteria
▪ Count the number of people entering or leaving
▪ Manage lines with queue length detection
▪ Learn where and how long visitors stay with a heat map
tool that shows the “warmest” places

For more information, visit : axxonsoft.com/
1. Intel Case Study, Intel® Vision Products FIFA World Cup* AI Video Analytics, 2018
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CyberLink
Founded 1996, Taipei, Taiwan
Security and Surveillance

Case study
The situation: A medical
device customer with an Intel®
architecture-based platform
wanted to deploy facial
recognition software.
The solution: CyberLink used
Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit to
optimize FaceMe its customer.
The result: After optimizing
FaceMe, CyberLink was able
to use the FaceMe SDK to
enhance the customer’s
existing technology to
perform at optimum speed.

CyberLink FaceMe utilizes the Intel® Distribution
of OpenVINO™ toolkit to a powerful AI facial
recognition engine for edge devices.
Solution description
FaceMe is a fast, flexible, and precise facial recognition
technology that enables deep learning for security in public
places, including offices, retail stores, and cities.

Benefits
▪ Decrease costs with a plug-and-play solutions
▪ Deploy flexibly by implementing facial recognition
technology across multiple operating systems, services,
and edge devices
▪ Improve accuracy with near-real-time facial detection
and identification.

Technical features
▪ FaceMe interface supports HTTP, C#, and C++
▪ Solution includes 3D anti-spoofing to prevent photo or
video attacks to deployments

FaceMe Capabilities:

Detection
Generate precise
location for faces
detected in an image
and video stream.

Landmarks
Pinpoint up to 106
high-key facial points
to create animated
3D models.

Recognition
Quickly identify
individuals from a
database based on
face feature sets.

Attributes
Instantly analyze face
attributes, including
age, gender, emotion,
and head orientation.

For more information, visit : www.cyberlink.com
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Honeywell
United States, 2003
Honeywell MAXPRO VMS and MAXPRO NVR

Intel helps Honeywell accelerate video
processing and increase the number of cameras
streaming in real time.
Solution description

Use case examples
Enterprise Campus: The
MAXPRO platform enables
enterprises to monitor
activities on the premise and
protect against intrusion,
theft, or vandalism
Banking Institutions: The
MAXPRO platform helps
banking and financial
institutions centralize their
security monitoring system so
guards can patrol several
locations at once and respond
to alerts when there is
suspicious activity

The Honeywell MAXPRO VMS and MAXPRO NVR offer
customers an open, flexible, and scalable IP video
surveillance system that uses Honeywell cameras to provide
high definition IP recordings.

Benefits
▪ Develop more valuable insights with improved analytic
recognition of face detection and matching capabilities
▪ Improve video processing performance by
providing faster processing of more video through
Intel technology
▪ Maintain compliance with technology that follows data
privacy guidelines such as GDPR

Technical features
▪ Xtralis IntrusionTrace - Conduct real-time intrusion
detection to identify when a person enters or leaves a
specified area using virtual boundaries created by
the customer
▪ Xtralis LoiterTrace - Detect, track, and identify people
that are loitering or remaining in a designated area for
too long
▪ Face Recognition - Provide another layer of security
and surveillance based on defined rules around
facial recognition

For more information, visit : security.honeywell.com/All-Categories/video-systems/maxpro-nvr-and-vms
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Orbo
Founded 2015, Mumbai, India
Camera and Imaging

Orbo AI harnesses the power of the Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit to
revolutionize image upscaling.
Solution description

“OpenVINO™ is the key to
real-time deployment of
ORBO’s super resolution
at the edge.” –Manoj
Shinde, CEO ORBO

Orbo’s super resolution solution takes low-resolution raw
frames and converts them into high resolution, high-quality
frames. It doesn’t need a server and only requires a
lightweight model with minimalistic parameters inside the
browser. The Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit
supports the image upscaling.

Benefits
▪ Supports high-resolution viewing without
overburdening servers or requiring expensive
hardware upgrades
▪ Enhances consumer expectation for high-definition
viewing experiences with 4K imagery
▪ Designed with minimalistic parameters by removing
need for server and only requiring lightweight model

For more information, visit : www.orbo.ai
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Outdu
Founded in 2013 in Bangalore Karnataka, India
Digital video management solution

Outdu helps customers gain immediate,
actionable insights into visitor behavior with edge
video analytics.
Solution description

Use case examples
The situation: A leading
retailer in India sought deeper
insights into the customers
who walk into their 70 stores
nationwide
The solution: Integrated with
Intel® Compute Sticks and
powered by Intel® Core™ M
processors, Cameras were
deployed at multiple locations
in each store for cross-camera
analytics and reporting on
customer insights
The result: The retailer better
served its top customers by
sending a message to store
staff and the retailers CRM
system for processing and
delivery of promotions to the
customer’s phone

Outdu designs & develops full-HD cameras with
in-device edge processing. Featuring Intel hardware and
software, Outdu’s cloud-ready solution includes a range of
prebuilt analytics to detect, recognize, classify, and count
objects, such as humans and cars, in real time.

Benefits
▪ Improve computer vision accuracy with analytics
performed on raw video frames and AI software that
improves overtime as data is collected
▪ Gain customer insights through video-based analytics
provide rich metadata
▪ Save costs by avoiding high server-related costs and no
additional investments after deployment

Technical features
▪ Count and profile all visitor walk-ins by age, gender,
and other attributes
▪ Track the visitor’s journey and provide dwell times in
specific sections of the location
▪ Compare relative attractiveness of exhibits and
products based on customer insights
▪ Trigger customized events or alerts that inform staff of
preferred customers, necessary assistance, and
suspicious activity

For more information, visit : solutionsdirectory.intel.com/member-roster/Outdu
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Topaz Labs
Founded in 205, Dallas, TX, USA
Camera and Imaging

Topaz Labs upscales image resolution using
powerful AI networks.

Solution description

“The AI approach is
fundamentally different.
Through training, the neural
network learns how to fill in
missing information and add
detail back into an image.
That’s what allows us to offer
such powerful image
upscaling.”1
- Eric Yang,
CEO
Topaz Labs

Topaz Labs developed Gigapixel AI, a revolutionary
approach that harnesses the power of artificial
intelligence to add more pixels for significant additional
image clarity. Be leveraging the Intel® Distribution of
OpenVINO™ toolkit, Topaz Labs improved processing
speed without any loss of quality.

Benefits
▪ Upscale lower resolution photos for usability in
large scale formats
▪ Improve processing speed without any loss of quality
using the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit

Technical features
▪ Gigapizel AI runs on 10th generation Intel® Core®
processors with integrated Intel® Iris® Plus Graphics

For more information, visit : topazlabs.com
1. Topaz Labs Gigapixel AI Takes Image Upscaling to the Next Level withMachine Learning, Intel AI Developer Program
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Sulubaaï
Founded 2019
Project CORaiL

Accenture, Intel and Research Smart Buoy from
Sulubaaï Environmental Foundation have
deployed project CORaiL to restore coral reefs.
Solution description

“Project: CORaiL is an
incredible example of how AI
and edge computing can be
used to help researchers
monitor and restore the coral
reef. We are very proud to
partner with Accenture and
the Sulubaaï Environmental
Foundation on this important
effort to protect our planet.”1
- Rose Schooler,
Corporate Vice President
in Intel’s Sales and
Marketing Group

Project CORail is a fully functional, modular AI-powered
environmental monitoring proof-of-concept. It uses an
underwater camera unit to continuously count and
analyze visible reef fauna, providing granular and
frequent insight into reef population and health without
disrupting marine life.

Benefits
▪ Monitor reef population with underwater camera units
to protect marine life

Technical features
▪ Leverages Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ toolkit for
deep learning acceleration and integration with
frameworks like TensorFlow
▪ Transmits images at regular intervals on Azure app to
remote PC
▪ Counts and classifies the marine population with a
custom-trained inference model

To learn more, please visit the Intel Newsroom and read this Intel blog
1. Using Artificial Intelligence to Save Coral Reefs, Intel Newsroom
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Public Sector/Government

Agent Video Intelligence
Semiconductors, Taiwan
Smart Video Management Solution

Agent Video Intelligence (Agent Vi) InnoVi
leverages advanced video analytics for remote
guarding, enterprises, and smart cities.
Solution description

Customer Quote:
“With OpenVINO™ toolkit the
results have been impressive,
enabling us to move from
supporting 3 cameras to 14
with one developer, in under
three weeks. We will be able
to fully scale our solutions to
the edge with the right
performance per dollar while
leveraging Intel® Movidius™
VPU and Intel® FPGA
solutions.”
– Zvika Ashani ,
CTO and
Co-Founder, Agent Vi

Agent Vi InnoVi is a unique, centrally managed video
analytics solution powered by cutting-edge Deep Learning
technology, that enables unparalleled detection accuracy. It
can transform up to thousands of cameras across a city into
smart video devices, helping to improve security, safety, and
incident response citywide.

Benefits
▪ Improve operational efficiencies by performing deep
learning inference at the edge instead of the cloud
▪ Enhance insights from multiple video sources analyzed
to offer trends and the big picture view
▪ Prevent crime and shorten emergency response with
immediate detection of security threats

Technical features
▪ Real time event detection rules for
different scenarios
▪ Central management for dispersed or remote sites
▪ Secure browser GUI, unified login, centralized
credential management
▪ 24/7 health monitoring across all sites

For more information, visit : agentvi.com/
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AllGoVision
India, 2010
AI Powered Video Analytics

AllGoVision’s AI Powered Video Analytics
Solution is capable of analyzing a wide range
of use cases in smart cities, buildings, and
smart businesses.
Solution description

Case study
The situation: The Palace of
Mysore in southern India had
become a popular tourist
location due to its historical
significance and had trouble
managing crowds
The solution: AllGoVision
helped to install a
120-camera solution that
processed video streams and
detected unwanted incidents
The result: This helped the
palace gain insights on crowd
flow and identify
suspicious objects

The solution connects a wide range of IP cameras to the
Open Platform VMS. Information from the server analyzed
by the AllGoVision Analytic Server that can detect everything
from license plate numbers to facial recognition.

Benefits
▪ Monitor cities and traffic with diverse alarm cases from
tailgating to illegal parking
▪ Secure smart buildings by monitoring boundary
crossings, smoke detection, and missing objects
▪ Gain business insights by tracking crowds, queue
management, and facial recognition

Technical features
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Connect through either LAN, WAN Wi-Fi, or LTE
Monitor assets even in fog or congested traffic
Choose between over 50 surveillance use cases
Send alarms to relevant parties through the cloud
Run surveillance on 200 cameras per server
Stream video data to a singe viewing point

For more information, visit : allgovision.com/
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Foxconn
Founded in 1974, Taiwan
CERA for Multi-Access Edge Computing Solutions

Foxconn is developing revolutionary multi-access
edge (MEC) solutions with the support of Intel.

Solution description

Industrial MEC Solution
and Combined MEC and
Cellular Base Station
Benefits
Intel® Xeon® D Processors
support high-density, single
socket network, storage, and
edge computing with a range
of integrated security,
network, and acceleration
capabilities
MEC private wireless solution
supports 4G/LTE and 5G new
radio networks on a dualsocket Intel® Xeon® Scalable
Processor-based server

Foxconn has become a pioneer of the “Advanced
Manufacturing + Industrial Internet” ecosystem. Equipped
with AI, networking and cloud computing, Foxconn is
committed to providing high-quality, premium products,
services, and solutions. Foxconn leverages Intel’s Converged
Edge Reference Architecture (CERA), Intel® Xeon® D
processors, and Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processors

Benefits
▪ Leverage a multi-faceted ecosystem for advanced
manufacturing and industrial internet

Technical features
▪ Intel Arria 10 FPGA and Intel Movidius Myriad X Vision
Processing Unit (VPU) can be added to provide a
dedicated engine for accelerating deep learning
▪ CERA network function virtualizations infrastructure
(NFVI) has been tested with virtual network functions
(VNFs) that facilitate 5G
▪ Open Network Edge Services Software (OpenNESS)
is featured
▪ FlexRAN software-based radio reference architecture in
its private wireless solution

To learn more, please visit: builders.intel.com/docs/networkbuilders/foxconn-offers-converged-access-edge-solutions.pdf
Visit the Intel® Network Builders ecosystem page: networkbuilders.intel.com and software.intel.com/en-us/openvino-toolkit
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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iOmniscient
North America, 2019

iOmniscient’s AI based video analytics system
enables organizations to increase safety, security,
and efficiency.
Solution description

Case study
The situation: Suntec
Singapore implemented
iOmniscient’s video analytics
at one of the world’s leading
conference centers
The solution: Suntec
Singapore was looking to
increase the speed of incident
reaction times and ensure the
safety of their visitors
The result: After deploying
facial recognition, and crowd
management applications
Suntec Singapore improved
their security

The iOmniscient solution is built on an AI platform and
delivers real-time video analytics, monitoring, and alarms at
the edge. The solution allows operators to monitor a wide
range of surveillance use cases and minimize false alarms.

Benefits
▪ Transform operational efficiency with cloud storage
enabled, accurate real-time results
▪ Enhance individual productivity with automated
response capabilities that enable faster response
times and optimize decision making
▪ Provide tangible return on investment with
non-intrusive system implementation

Technical features
Facial recognition to locate persons of interest
Behavior analytics to identify anomalies in crowds
License plate recognition to track stolen vehicles
iQ-Sound analysis to track disruptive noises like
gunshots or breaking glass
▪ iQ-Smell to detect a variety of gasses within a radius of
several hundred meters
▪
▪
▪
▪

For more information, visit : iomni.ai/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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IronYun
North America, 2019

IronYun provides advanced video analytics and AI
to help cities and industries stay informed,
optimized, and safe.
Solution description

Case study
The situation: Acer needed to
reduce intrusion at a large city
park with two solar farms
The solution: The legacy
monitoring system caused
too many false alarms and
was costly
The result: IronYun deployed
a surveillance solution that
optimized project planning,
decreased costs, and
repositioned legacy
equipment so that it could be
more effective

The IronYun solution automatically process data and
analyzes a variety of use cases with a growing AI enabled
neural network inference. The tool identifies, tracks, and
stores alarms and matches and can track specific criteria
such as employees wearing approved company clothing.

Benefits
▪ Deploy a cost-effective solution that can be installed
without purchasing expensive, custom cameras
▪ Reduce false positives with strict alarm criteria and
high accuracy
▪ Futureproof support with Intel architecture that
supports new software upgrades

Technical features
▪ IronYun virtual fence allows sensitive areas to be
secured with intrusion alerts
▪ Facial recognition that can locate people of interest
while anonymously surveying crowds
▪ User friendly that allows operators to make the most of
their video data
▪ Object of Interest detection that allows operators to
search for key items such as firearms

For more information, visit : ironyun.com/

Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Wipro Limited
North America, 2019
Pipe Slueth

Pipe Sleuth saves up to

75% of the total cost

of scanning and improves
the reliability of
detection.1

Wipro Limited optimized sewer pipe inspection
by harnessing the power of Intel® CPUs and the
Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit to create
Pipe Sleuth.
Solution description
Pipe Sleuth is an AI-based video analytics system
optimized with the Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™
Toolkit to enable underground pipeline safety inspections
to be completed faster and more accurately through
automation. The solution uses deep learning to enable
automatic anomaly detection to aid in repair planning.

Benefits
▪ Enable automatic anomaly detection with deep
learning capabilities
▪ Increase speed of safety inspections with the Intel®
Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit

Technical features
▪ Intel processors provide high compute power
▪ The Intel® Distribution of OpenVINO™ Toolkit enables
faster automation of safety inspections

For more information, visit : www.wipro.com
1. Wipro Pipe Sleuth Solution, Wipro
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s products
and software are intended only to be used in applications that do not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human right.
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Legal notices and disclaimers

Intel technologies’ features and benefits depend on system configuration
and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation.
Performance varies depending on system configuration. No computer system
can be absolutely secure. Check with your system manufacturer to learn
more.
Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how a given
Intel-based product, in the specified circumstances and configurations, may
affect future costs and provide cost savings. Circumstances will vary. Intel
does not guarantee any costs or cost reduction.
Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. Any
third-party information referenced on this document is provided for
information only. Intel does not endorse any specific third-party product or
entity mentioned on this document.

Intel, the Intel Logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel
Corporation or its subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or other countries.
Intel Statement on Product Usage
Intel is committed to respecting human rights and avoiding complicity in
human rights abuses. See Intel’s Global Human Rights Principles. Intel’s
products and software are intended only to be used in applications that do
not cause or contribute to a violation of an internationally recognized human
right.

© Intel Corporation.
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